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FACT: 
During World War Two, U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt signed an 

executive order establishing the Office of Strategic Services, a.k.a. the OSS, 

America’s first national spy agency.  

FACT: 
Four months later, an epic WWII battle commenced near the Egyptian port 

town of El Alamein; its outcome permanently shifted the course of the war in 

favor of the Allied Forces. After the war ended, the OSS became the CIA. 

FACT: 
In 2005, at an ancient temple near El Alamein, an international team of 

archeologists, informed by historical evidence, began searching for the tomb of 

Cleopatra. In late 2010, the search was suspended. To this day, the location of 

Cleopatra’s tomb remains a mystery.  
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01 

15 August 2010 

Blindfolded, her arms thrashing in fury, Victoria Penrose found an opening 

and lunged at him. But Craig Gamble shifted his facing, and Victoria’s forward 

momentum sent her flying past him and tumbling to the grass. 

“Don’t commit!” Tristan Boumann called out, standing with his back to the 

river. 

Victoria gathered herself up off the turf, calling back, “I get it now, that 

commitment thing.” Still blindfolded, she held her hands out and added, “I think.” 

Craig said to her, “Don’t think.” He took a hold of her hands. They touched 

their wrists together, rolled three times, and resumed playing chi-sao, Cantonese 

for sticking hands. The contrast of Craig’s mahogany skin against the porcelain-

white of Victoria’s made their arms resemble oversized piano keys tumbling in a 

cascade. The morning sun broke over the treetops of Fairmount Park. College 

rowing crews sliced narrow triangles into the glossy surface of the Schuylkill river. 

Victoria paused in riposte at the end of an exchange, and lifted one eyepatch, 

calling out to Tristan, “When’s he getting to your place?” 

“He’s supposed to phone me when he gets into town,” Tristan replied, pulling 

his cell from his pocket and checking the time. “Should’ve been here by now.” 

Craig said, “You got the layered voice analysis jawn set up?” 

“The jawn’s all set. The lab’s all ready. Just waiting for the guy to show.” 

Tristan turned and glanced out at the river, then fell to the turf like he’d been 

blinded by a flash. Victoria and Craig ran over to him, and crouched down. Craig 

said, “You alright, dog?” 

Victoria said, “You’re still having those hallucinations.” 

Craig glanced at her, “What hallucinations?” 

She shook her head, “I shouldn’t have mentioned it.” 
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Tristan rubbed his eye sockets and said, “It’s okay, Craig’s allowed to know. I 

see these white flashes in the sky.” 

Craig said, “What kind of flashes?” 

Tristan opened his eyes and blinked them, “Like white tendrils falling from 

space.” 

“Da fuck?” Craig pointed at him, “Yo dog, you gotta quit smoking weed.” 

“I did!” 

“Well, you better see a doctor about that shit, Tris.” 

Victoria said, “It’s not physical. He needs to see a therapist.” 

“Ugh,” Tristan said, climbing to his feet. “A therapist. I’d rather hang by my 

eyelids from the Ben Franklin Bridge.” 

Craig said, “You gonna be okay?” 

Tristan took a deep breath, and clawed his wavy blond hair from his brow, 

“Yeah, I’m fine. Just gets me by surprise sometimes.” He put his hand out to 

Victoria, “Lemme try on that blindfold.” She handed it over, and Tristan donned 

it. He smiled and said, “I feel better already!” 

Tristan and Craig put their forearms together, and Victoria stepped back. The 

two men performed the ceremonial triple arm-roll, and started tearing into each 

other, occasionally landing thumping punches on each other’s chests. Tristan got 

his arms locked in a tangle and Craig, the more muscular of the two, unleashed a 

jack-hammering palm strike that sent Tristan stumbling on his lanky legs and 

skidding to the riverbank on his ass. His cell began ringing as if on cue, in the 

grass where he’d left it after his hallucination. From his prone position on the 

ground, he called out, “That’s him!” 

Victoria snatched the phone from the ground, and tossed it towards Tristan. 

Still wearing the blindfold, he grabbed the ringing device out of the air, and put it 

to his cheek, “Hello.” 

A whiskey and nicotine-soaked voice came over, “What’s a Soviet trio?” 

Without missing a beat, Tristan replied, “A quartet returning from an 

overseas tour.” 

“Get you at a bad time?” 
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Tristan pushed the blindfold up over his head, “Nah, Senator, just laying in 

the grass out here on Kelly Drive.” 

“Sorry to interrupt your leisure hour. I’ll get right to it. What do you know 

about Egypt?” 

“Egypt? The pyramids, the Sphinx…” Tristan paused in thought, then added, 

“And a tank battle that changed the course of World War Two. Besides that, I 

know practically nothing about Egypt.” 

“Good enough, you’re going. Pack your bags. I’ll have the State Department 

fast-track you a diplomatic passport stamped with a visa.” 

“You want me to go there and interview the guy?” 

“No, that’s cancelled.” 

Tristan got up off the ground, “Totally?” 

“Not totally. Come to DC, and I’ll brief you. Dinner’s on me.” 

“When? Not tonight?” 

“Can you make it?” 

Tristan gathered closer to Victoria and Craig, “Senator, I gotta say, I’m kinda 

impressed you’re in your office and working on a Sunday in August.” 

“The Egyptians take their weekends on Friday and Saturday. Sunday is the 

first day of the workweek over there, so the US Embassy in Cairo is open for 

business, and they’re blowing up my lines like you wouldn’t believe.” 

“I can be on a train in an hour.” 

“Call me with an ETA.” 

“Roger.” Terminating the call, Tristan said to Victoria and Craig, “Get ready 

for this.” 

Craig said, “What’s up?” 

“I’m going to Egypt.” 

Victoria exclaimed, “Egypt?” 

Craig said, “What the heck you goin’ to Egypt for?” 

“Don’t know yet.” 

Victoria said, “Wha… when are you leaving?” 

“Forgot to ask. Guess I’ll find out tonight. I’m hoppin’ a train to DC, and 

Senator Ranstead’s gonna brief me.” 
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Craig said, “Shit dog, he’s calling you to DC on a Sunday? Must be pretty 

urgent.” 

“Word? I don’t even know what language they speak in Egypt.” 

Victoria and Craig said in unison, “Egyptian?” 

“That’s as good a guess as any.” 

Victoria said, “So you’re leaving us alone in your lab with this Willard Van 

Zandt guy?” 

“No, I’m not. That’s cancelled.” 

Victoria shot him a look of disbelief, “It is?” 

Tristan nodded yes. 

Craig said, “The brother from Egypt’s not coming.” 

Tristan shook his head no. 

Victoria said, “And Senator Ranstead is suddenly sending you to Egypt.” 

Tristan nodded yes. 

Craig said, “And he didn’t tell you why.” 

Tristan shook his head no. 

Victoria said, “This is all a little weird, Tris.” 

Tristan glanced out at the river, and said, “Tell me about it.”  
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02 

Tristan sat still in his cabin seat, clad in a midnight-blue Armani suit tailored 

to his coltish physique. His v-shaped jaw was set in a hard line, and his 

aquamarine eyes simmered, portals to a mind lost in thought. Staring at the back 

of the next seat, he pondered that curious look on Victoria’s face when she’d said, 

This is all a little weird, Tris. 
Of course it is, Tristan thought, pondering his persistent hallucination, those 

white tendrils in the sky, the childhood curse which followed him into adulthood. 

The first grade, nineteen eighty-six. The train glided through its dark corridor. 

His school’s dark assembly hall is filled with students and faculty. An occasional 

amber light flashes outside the cabin portal. Up on the stage, cottony white 

tendrils fall vertically across a screen projecting a live broadcast of an obscure 

new cable TV network. 

The conductor stops in the aisle, and scans Tristan’s ticket. Amidst the 

frightened gasps and moans of disbelief and horror coming from the teachers, 

and the students old enough to realize what’s happening, Tristan stares at the 

screen in granite silence. He’s only six, but he knows exactly what’s happening, 

more so than anybody else there. 

The conductor proceeds to the next row of seats. Tristan twists his head, his 

gaze searching the rows of seats behind him. His eyes find his older brother 

Roger, similarly frozen. Sensing his little brother’s gaze, Roger glances at Tristan. 

The two boys stare at each other, a supernatural dread etching into their faces. 

Tristan turns back around. Up on the screen, the white tendrils multiply across 

the sky, as if God is shearing a lamb. 

Sunlight spilled into the cabin as the giant robotic worm ascended above 

ground. Tristan shuddered his head, crumbling the childhood memory into 

granular bits and shaking them out through the ventricles of his consciousness. A 

more immediate concern nagged him, that World War Two battle he’d mentioned 
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to Senator Ranstead. Tristan had to refresh his memory in case the senator asked 

about it. 

He pulled his laptop computer from his shoulder satchel, and powered it up. 

In the Safari menu, he clicked on Bookmarks, and scrolled down to CIA - The 
World Factbook. The agency’s blue, white and gold seal appeared in the upper-

left corner of the webpage, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY lettered across 

the top; below that, an up/down tab labeled Select a Country or Location. Tristan 

clicked on the tab, and scrolled down to Egypt.  
The new webpage displayed the Egyptian national flag, and a pair of 

thumbnail maps, of the country itself, and one designating its location on the 

northeast corner of the African continent. The latter map illustrated Egypt’s 

proximity to Near-East Asia, and the Balkans region of southern Europe. He 

scrolled down to Introduction > Background, skimmed the brief history synopsis, 

and focused on: 

Following the completion of the Suez Canal in 1869, Egypt became an 

important world transportation hub, but also fell heavily into debt. 

Ostensibly to protect its investments, Britain seized control of Egypt's 

government. 

Britain, that’s it. The British were blocking Hitler’s access to the oil fields in 
the Saudi peninsula. 

He typed military history of egypt into the Google portal and hit return. A 

link to a Wikipedia page of that title appeared at the top of the search. He clicked 

it, and scrolled through the tree-list of military battles in Egypt: Pharaonic era, 

Greco-Roman, Arabic, Medieval, Modern, World War I, World War II - he 

studied that latter category list, and stopped at: 

Second Battle of El Alamein - 1942 - Allied attack on Axis Forces. 

The list ended there, as if the war had ended there. 
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Tristan glanced out the window at treetops rolling by, recalling the turn of 

phrase Winston Churchill coined to describe that tipping point of the war: 

“Before Alamein, we survived. After Alamein, we conquered.”  

He pulled his cell from his pocket, and called Senator Ranstead’s office. An 

intern answered. Tristan said to her, “Could you inform the senator I’ll be at 

Union Station at ten minutes to six, please?” 

After he terminated the call, he unpacked the Arabic language learning DVD 

he’d bought at 30th Street Station, inserted the disc into his laptop, donned his 

earbuds, and got to work learning Arabic. 

• • • 

When Tristan arrived at Bourbon Steak, the clubby restaurant inside the 

Washington DC Four Seasons Hotel, US Senator Jack Ranstead of Pennsylvania 

was already squeezed into a booth, perusing the dinner menu. At six-foot-two, 

Ranstead is beefy from head to fingers, with creases emphasizing the features of 

his handsome and tanned face. His blue business suit is of a fine quality, yet 

rumpled by his exaggerated anthromorphology. He’s a tough guy swathed in 

respectable attire, a mensch in a realm of stuffed shirts. 

After the waiter collected their menus and walked off with their order, 

Ranstead said to Tristan in a low and steady voice, “The reason I didn’t fully brief 

you on this guy, is because I didn’t know whether to believe his story myself, and 

I didn’t wanna bias you. But here goes. Right after I took over the senate seat, my 

office was contacted by the sister of this Willard Van Zandt. She said he felt like 

he couldn’t leave Egypt safely, that he’d be detained and persecuted over 

something related to his work. He’s an archeologist, working over there on a 

contract basis. Those arrangements can get a little screwy sometimes, especially 

in that part of the world. So I passed the information on to State, along with a 

request that he be welcomed at the US Embassy in Cairo.” 

Tristan cut in, “Willard Van Zandt’s American, right?” Ranstead nodded yes. 

“Then why’d he need permission to get into our embassy?” 
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“Because that embassy is more secure than a nuclear missile base. It was 

built after the nine-eleven attacks, and Mohammed Atta, the ringleader of the 

attacks…” 

“Was Egyptian. I got you. The embassy’s secure.” 

“Extremely. Even US citizens have to call ahead to make an appointment to 

visit. State cleared Van Zandt for taking refuge at the embassy, and flying him 

home under diplomatic cover. But just to be safe, I thought I’d have you quality-

control him once he got over here.” 

Tristan nodded, “I’m ready, got the lab all set up for it, and two associates 

standing by.” 

“That won’t be necessary. As he was walking through the gate to the embassy, 

he was shot to death.” 

Tristan stared unblinking at Ranstead, then said, “So much for all that 

security.” 

“Right? So then, I went from being a passive player in this, to having a 

dilemma on my hands. See, here’s the deal with archeology in Egypt. It’s crucial 
to their national economy. The mummies, the pyramids, all that stuff, people 

stream in by the millions from all over the globe, every year, to see that stuff. 

Tourism, after US military aid, is what props up the Egyptian economy. Willard 

Van Zandt was working for the most powerful non-military ministry in Egypt. 

Their antiquities minister doesn’t want to be embarrassed by this, and neither 

does our ambassador. But on the other hand, I’ve got the Van Zandt family, my 

constituents, with a murdered family member, and they want answers.” 

“They want justice.” 

Ranstead threw a large palm up like a stop sign, “Which, in a place like Egypt, 

might be unrealistic to expect. Which brings me to the point. I have to give his 

family the appearance of justice being served, but without creating a diplomatic 

fiasco. And that’s where you come in. I need you to travel to Cairo under the aegis 

of my senate office, look like you’re conducting an investigation, file a generic 

report, and get out of the way, so it can all blow over.” 

“When would I need to go?” 
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“Yesterday. There’s a hotel in Cairo across the street from the US embassy 

I’ve been told Americans are advised to stay at. I’ll have an assistant forward you 

that info, and a credit card number, so you can book your own flights and rooms 

when you’re ready to ship out.” Ranstead spied the restaurant hostess’s hourglass 

figure as she glided by, and continued, “Bear in mind, you’re there on a no-level 

fact-finding mission. The Egyptians are extremely touchy over the image of their 

antiquities ministry. And our ambassador gets enormous pressure from State to 

keep relations with the Mubarak regime on smooth sailing. And for good reasons. 

Egypt’s got a peace treaty with Israel, which makes it a crucial partner for the US 

in the region.” 

“Cover or no cover?” 

“No cover! This is not a risk of capture briefing, Tris. Don’t go storming into 

Cairo with the whole Pyramider spy-mob. Keep things light with this. Don’t go 

wandering into the local law enforcement jurisdiction. Don’t step on any toes. 

Just look at what they show you, write down the basics, email me a confidential 

report, and get the hell out of there. Got it?” 

“Copy that. I’ll stay out of trouble.” 

“Please do, for once. It should be an easy gig for you. Treat it like a mini 

vacation. Go see the pyramids, and I’ve heard the beaches are nice. Just watch 

your ass in Cairo. Apparently it’s a little rough.” 

“Apparently so. This Willard Van Zandt obviously wasn’t watching his.” 

Ranstead patted at his suit jacket, “That reminds me.” He pulled his 

Blackberry out. “I’m gonna forward you an email the US Embassy in Cairo sent 

me. This Willard Van Zandt guy had something with him when he got clipped. A 

file of some sort. They scanned the stuff and emailed it to me. I skimmed through 

it. Couldn’t make heads or tails of it. Maybe you’ll find something useful in it.”  
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03 

A musty black sky loomed over Washington DC when Tristan left the Four 

Seasons and began trekking east on M Street NW. When he arrived at Eighteenth 

street, he cut left. In the middle of the block, a Mattress Discounters store 

occupied the street level of a four-story brownstone. To the left of the storefront 

stood an unmarked door, oak with brass trim and mirrored glass. Tristan pulled 

it open, went inside, and trekked up a stairway. 

Tonight being Sunday, no cover charge was required to get into the 

Eighteenth Street Lounge. The doorman nodded in approval of Tristan’s Armani 

suit. He and Tristan bumped fists, and Tristan strolled into the place. The club’s 

baroque-psychedelic lighting and décor were a reality shift from dingy DC. A 

deejay spun a pulsing beat accented by bossa nova percussion and laced with 

muddle-eastern melodies. The atmosphere oozed exoticism. It was a den of 

iniquity invisible from the street, a parallel Washington. 

Being early by nightclubbing standards, the place wasn’t a human traffic jam 

yet, but threatening to become one. Tristan pretended not to notice, but he drew 

furtive glances with his nonchalant entrance and confident stroll through the 

swanky environs. The residents and workforce of Washington DC were not 

known for wearing Armani; between his elegant dark suit and Saxony looks, the 

clubbers checking out Tristan likely surmised he belonged to the diplomatic corps 

of a European embassy. 

Not spotting who he came here for, Tristan doubled back and headed to the 

rear of the club, cutting through a narrow passageway to a smaller backroom bar, 

this one decorated black and gold. Tristan cut through the room, discreetly 

scanning its occupants, then stepped to its far end, and out onto the club’s roof 

deck. 

The night air felt balmy but fresh, with a whiff of ganja. Tristan spotted 

Galileo at the far end of the bar, looking characteristically sleek in a trim black 

shirt and brown slacks. He conversed with a pair of women who looked like 
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they’d spilled over from a larger clique to chat with Galileo, which was no wonder. 

Galileo was a gal-magnet. As Tristan pondered that, Galileo spotted him, and a 

welcoming smile shot across his face as he waved Tristan over. 

Galileo introduced Tristan to the two women, but Tristan instantly forgot 

their names. Galileo picked up on Tristan’s preoccupation, and the women 

likewise wandered off. Tristan sat at the bar next to Galileo, asking him, “What 

are you having?” 

Galileo summoned the bartender’s attention, “Can we have a red sangria for 

my friend?” 

Tristan glanced around for the now-vanished pair of women, and said to 

Galileo, “Scared them away, my bad.” 

“That’s okay, I’m spoken for, just passing time with those two.” Galileo’s 

scruffy black hair silvered around its edges, and his angular face had a pan-Asian 

exoticism, with brown eyes pitched at a shallow angle. He continued, “Let’s get a 

drink or three in you, look like you need it.” 

“It’s that obvious?” 

“If you’re in DC, there’s gotta be trouble. We never see you in DC. Finally 

going international on us?” 

A highball glass of red sangria on the rocks appeared in front of Tristan. He 

picked it up, and drained half of it in one pull. Swirling its remainder in the glass, 

he eyed Galileo and said, “Ever pulled an op in Egypt?” 

Galileo shot him a crooked grin, “Finally going international on us.” 

“Had to get out of the house eventually.” 

“About time. Egypt?” 

“Egypt.” 

“Never pulled an op in Egypt. Had to travel through it on an op once. Why?” 

Tristan glanced around, not responding. 

Galileo made a subtle hand wave and said, “Finish your drink.” He laid some 

bills out on the bar, while Tristan drained his sangria. 

Galileo got up and walked to the end of the terrace, Tristan following him. 

They stepped off the wood-slatted deck, and climbed down a fire-escape ladder, 

landing in a tiny tree-shaded ally. Galileo led Tristan down a few yards, turned a 
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corner into a tinier ally, and keyed-open a wrought iron gate. They stepped 

through, Galileo closed and locked the gate behind them, and they descended a 

cement stairwell. 

•  •  • 

“That’s a computer monitor?” It flashed to life, illuminating the entire 

laboratory, which was otherwise unlit, save for a small desk lamp clamped to a 

drafting table where they’d entered. The wide-screen monitor consumed almost 

an entire wall. Tristan stared at it in amazement, and added, “What’s the 

resolution on that thing?” 

Galileo sat at a workstation, and typed a few commands on a computer 

keypad, saying, “They told me, but I forgot, ‘cause it’s some ridiculously 

astronomical number.” 

“Who’s they?” 

“The Office of Technical Services. This fall I’m teaching a course at the Farm 

on miniaturization. I told them I needed a hi-res monitor for studying designs, 

and reverse-engineering. They sent me this. I thought it was overkill, but Biden 

told the DCI to give me whatever I asked for. Next thing I know, this thing arrives 

in an armored truck. Took us a whole day to get it installed.” 

“Just one day?” Tristan shook his head at it and said, “You could spy on the 

Iranian nuclear program with that thing.” 

Galileo nodded, “I could, actually. The Agency has a bank of these for doing 

just that.” 

Tristan extracted his laptop from his shoulder satchel, and set it out on a 

counter, explaining, “The PDF Senator Ranstead forwarded me from the embassy 

in Cairo had this photo in it. I tried enlarging it, but it got all pixelated when I 

tried to zoom in. The rest of the file didn’t make any sense. The pages were all 

mixed up, for one thing.” 

Galileo said, “Steganography.” 
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“Probably. It’s got no cover page, no introduction, no table of contents.” 

Tristan opened his laptop, and opened the file. “Here’s the photo. A white chalk 

circle around a divot in a clay wall. Embassy personnel in Cairo attached a 

disclaimer, get this, Be advised: the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities, 
under whose aegis Mr. Van Zandt was employed, takes monumental pride in its 
public image both domestically and internationally. Therefore extreme care 
must be exercised in not jumping to conclusions or making potentially 
inflammatory statements on the record to news media regarding this matter. In 
fact, the US diplomatic mission in Cairo would prefer “Am not aware,” be used if 
questioned by media about Mr. Van Zandt. I believe we are speaking for the US 
State Department ITR.” 

Galileo scoffed, “Yeah, right. If it’s all so down-low, why’d they forward a file 

the guy had on him when he got capped?” 

“Formatted in a way that would totally confuse Senator Ranstead, I know, 

like they’re trying to set him up for something. So he’s sending me to Cairo to 

play sharks’ bait.” 

“You took the gig?” 

“Of course I took the gig. I don’t turn down gigs in this economy. But then 

I’m walking over here, and I start thinking, I can’t believe I took this gig. I’m 

gonna be totally out of my league over there. The US State Department, a 

powerful Egyptian state ministry, they got a peace treaty with Israel… who am I, 

Henry fucking Kissinger now?” 

Galileo lifted his chin at Tristan, “That’s why you took the gig. It’ll be good for 

your kung fu.” 

Tristan waved an index finger in the air, “That’s why it’s always a good idea to 

confide in you, Gal. You know how to appeal to my inner ninja.” He gestured to 

the screen of his laptop, “So, the file’s got this one photo.” 

“Your ESP is telling you something’s in that photo.” 

Tristan nodded yes. “There’s something different about it. It’s not as 

scientific-looking as all the rest of the materials in this file.” 

“It flagged your sense of pattern recognition.” 

“Threw a fucking beer bottle at it, yo.” 
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Galileo reached for a patch cable, “Let’s get it up on the screen.” They 

connected Tristan’s laptop to Galileo’s system, transferred the file, and got the 

photo up on the monster computer monitor. It appeared as a tiny speck in the 

middle of the screen, almost invisible. Galileo said, “That’s because it’s a tiny file. 

Let’s blow it up.” On the tool bar, Galileo pulled a slider with the mouse, and the 

photo zoomed in, until the white chalk circle became a bull’s eye inside the 

perimeter of the screen. In the center of the circle, the impression in the clay wall 

became clear. “That’s a US Army dog-tag,” Galileo said. “If it was a better scan, 

we’d be able to read the name on it.” He zoomed in on the name, and shook his 

head, “Nope, shitty scan.” 

Tristan gazed at the screen, and said, “Can we filter it, to bring out the name?” 

Galileo shrugged, “Langley media labs have programs that run that stuff. But 

it can take days. And you need to watch it constantly, and tweak the settings as it 

goes, or it can go off in the wrong direction, and leave you worse-off.” 

“I don’t have days. I gotta get on a plane to Egypt tomorrow.” Still gazing at 

the image, Tristan said, “Do you have Photoshop, Gal?” 

Galileo shot Tristan a sardonic look, “Photoshop! That’s kinda lo-fi for us, ya 

think?” 

Still gazing at the image, Tristan replied, “Yeah, lo-fi.” 

Galileo eyed Tristan, and said, “Yeah, Tris, we can open this in Photoshop.” 

He typed a screen-grab keyboard shortcut, opened Photoshop, and imported the 

murky image of the dog-tag pressed into the clay wall. 

“Gal, can I man the controls a minute?” Galileo stood and made way, 

motioning to the workstation. Tristan sat, and clicked open the Filter drop-down 

menu. 

Galileo folded his arms across his chest, “What’ya thinkin’ Tris?” 

In the Filter menu, Tristan scrolled down to Sharpen, while explaining, 

“There’s this one very obscure Photoshop plugin called Unsharp Mask.” He 

opened the Unsharp Mask control box. “It models a darkroom technique 

developed in Germany in the 1930’s.” Tristan began manipulating the settings. “It 

superimposes a blurred version of an image over a negative of its original, 

canceling out its low-frequency information, so the edges emerge in sharper 
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contrast.” Tristan toyed with the filter’s controls. The text on the dog-tag began to 

emerge. 

Galileo said, “Lo-fi, indeed. You amaze me sometimes, Tris.” 

Tristan continued calibrating the filter. Then he stopped, and uttered, 

“Unbelievable.” 

The text on the dog-tag had become legible: 

BALTHAZAR FLANDERS 

18361007 T43 44               A 

GEORGE W FLANDERS 

4135 WIGARD 

PHILADELPHIA, PA        P 

Gazing at the screen, Galileo said, “Is that…” 

“Alison’s grandfather,” Tristan murmured. 

Galileo glanced at Tristan, “The Balthazar Flanders?” 

“The rubber and tire baron.” Tristan nodded, “Yeah, that’s him. Alison said 

he grew up in Roxborough. Wigard Avenue’s in Roxborough.” 

“Who’s Alison?” 

“His granddaughter. I know her.” 

“You know everybody in Philly, Tris!” 

Unfazed, still gazing at the screen, Tristan said, “I don’t like this at all. Alison, 

of all people, has to be connected to a murdered archeologist I’m being sent to 

investigate in Egypt.” He shook his head. “I knew I shouldn’t have taken this gig.”  
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04 

“So, it was Alison Flanders, the Alison Flanders, who was your vocalist on In 
The Sky.” Nine a.m. Monday, Victoria Penrose sat on the kitchen windowsill, 

watching Tristan dice a shallot clove. She added, “I have to admit, Tris, you did a 

cracking good job keeping that a secret.” 

Tristan shot her a wry look, “I can tell you about that now, because you’re in 

the biz now.” 

Victoria returned that look, “The heiress to the Flanders Tire Company 

fortune, in your studio. How on earth did you swing that?” 

“My ex, Lisa Nidale, swung that.” Tristan put the knife down, and pulled a 

sauté pan from a wall-hook. “Alison modeled. Lisa produced her comp-card, and 

while doing so, discovered Alison had a voice, so Lisa gave her my number.” He 

placed the pan on a burner, and dialed up a medium flame. “I wrote In The Sky 

so she’d have a demo.” He dropped a patty of butter into the pan, and poured 

extra virgin olive oil over it as it began melting. “Would you believe the vocal on 

the single, the same version that ended up on the airline commercial, was her 

first take?” 

“You pulled that trick where you told her to sing a warm-up, and you secretly 

recorded the warm-up.” 

“Busted. You know me too well.” 

“Vocalists usually sing their best stuff on the first take.” 

“That’s why we always record that first take. Audio and spycraft, baby…” 

“They go together like shoes and leather. Where’s Lisa now?” 

Tristan scooped the diced shallots into the sauté pan, “Brooklyn.” He swirled 

the shallots into the bubbling oil and butter sauce. 

Victoria cooed, “That smells so good. So why did Alison want her vocal track 

kept secret?” 

“She didn’t wanna be famous, weird as that sounds.” Tristan grabbed a 

handful of sliced crimini mushrooms from the cutting board, added them to the 
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sauté, and tossed them with wrist-flicks of the pan. “It terrified her when she 

realized the media would discover that thing with her father.” 

“Oh god, that’s right.” 

“Can you imagine?” Tristan grabbed a small mound of chopped baby spinach 

from the cutting board, added it to the sauté, and sprinkled the simmering 

concoction with sea salt. “She didn’t wanna re-live that whole nightmare. Lord 

knows she didn’t need the money.” He toss-turned the sauté. “Alison’s a very 

private person. She was seeing what these celebrity-heiresses go through with the 

paparazzi, the tabloid stalking, all that. Decided it wasn’t worth it. So I kept it 

secret. It’s still a secret. Pyramider’s in the business of keeping secrets.” 

“What’s she doing now?” 

“Last I heard, she was in Paris, working as an image consultant at one of the 

couture houses.” He returned the pan to the fire, and picked up a Pyrex bowl 

filled with scrambled egg. “Alison’s one of those old-school rich girls who likes to 

work and stay busy.” 

“Paris is on the way to Cairo. Book a stopover.” 

Tristan paused before pouring the egg, “You think I should go see her?” 

“Hello? You know someone connected to a clue found at the crime scene, a 

first-hand source.” Tristan nodded, pouring the egg into the pan. Victoria 

continued, “If you speak with her in person, you could draw more intel out of her 

than you know.” 

Tristan placed the empty bowl in the sink. “You want me to put her on the 

spot.” 

“Yes! Put her on the spot!” 

“Speaking of intel, ever been inside the Flanders Mansion?” 

“I’ve been inside the street-level art gallery a few times. Never seen the rest of 

it. Not that I would ever go inside. Too spooky.” 

Tristan grabbed a rubber spatula, and worked the pan with it, stabbing and 

scooping its contents as it cooked on the open flame. “I was thinking of walking 

down there this afternoon to have a look around.” 
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“Don’t bother. The gallery’s by-appointment only. Even when they’ve had 

openings, it’s always by invite. Prescott Flanders has been a bit reclusive since 

that ugly incident.” 

Tristan grabbed the pan’s handle and swirled the cohering omelet around. 

“Hot-Tub Scotty, he became known as after that.“ 

“Alison must have been pretty young when that happened.” 

“She was... let’s see, in her mid-teens.” 

“Did she ever talk about that?” 

“No, but I never asked.” Tristan wrist-flicked the pan, sending the saucer-

shaped omelet flipping in the air and landing back in the pan with a sizzle. “There 

was always this unspoken thing with Alison, that all that was off-limits.” He 

grasped a pinch of grated Gruyère, and sprinkled it over the omelet, continuing, 

“After the hot-tub thing, Alison’s mother divorced Prescott and won full custody 

of Alison.” He dialed the flame to low. “I don’t think Alison ever had anything to 

do with her father after that.” 

“How old was that girl who died in the hot-tub? Eighteen? Nineteen?” 

Tristan folded the omelet in half. “She was a senior in Alison’s high school.” 

“My god!” Victoria made a nauseated face, “How the hell did Prescott get 

away with that?” 

“The police crime lab screwed up the girl’s toxicology report, or mishandled it 

somehow. Prescott’s lawyers got it stricken from evidence, that she had drugs in 

her. Money buys good lawyers.” Tristan pulled a plate from an open cabinet, 

lifted the pan from the range, and slipped the omelet onto the plate. “No way 

Alison’s gonna be willing to talk about any of this. Get the terrace door for me?” 

They exited the kitchen and walked through the apartment’s study. Artwork 

decorated the walls, along with a framed platinum record, its RIAA plaque 

reading, IN THE SKY, Tristan Boumann. Victoria said, “That’s why I suggested 

you go there and put her on the spot, Tris.” They stepped out onto the terrace. “If 

you call her on the phone, or email or text her, she’ll have time to think about it, 

and she’ll clam up.” Tristan set the plate on a cocktail round. Victoria sat at the 

table while continuing, “Trust me, I’m a girl. I know how we think.” She cut a fork 
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into a corner of the omelet, put it in her mouth, chewed, and cooed, “Oh my god, 

this is so good! Is there anything you’re not good at?” 

“Yeah,” Tristan replied, “Making money.” He stepped to the terrace railing 

and leaned his arms on it, training a pensive gaze over the Philadelphia skyline’s 

jazzy mélange of classical and modernist skyscrapers. 

Victoria called out, “What, Tris?” 

He shook his head and said, “What am I getting her into, Vic, if I go see her? 

I’m putting on my virtual reality goggles, and seeing a can of worms opening. And 

I don’t wanna see Alison get hurt.” 

“Collecting intel won’t get her hurt, Tris. It’s what you do with the intel. You 

have to identify a threat before you can defend against it.” 

“Or protect somebody from it.” 

“Exactly, Tris. I think you should go see her.” 

“Okay. Sure you don’t wanna come? We can go see the pyramids together. 

Especially now that you’re my fellow pyramider.” 

“Right? It’s tempting. But Senator Ranstead only sent one diplomatic 

passport along. That means he wants you to fly solo on this. And I have to finish 

my scores for Koresh Dance Company. Roni has to start rehearsals in a few weeks. 

I’ll maintain your base-station here, do research, and feed you intel on the fly. 

Just be careful over there. You’re mad talented, Tris, but you’re a little crazy 

sometimes.” 

He flashed her an eccentric grin, “Aren’t we all?” 

She shot him a serious glance, “Maybe, but you’re better at it than most of us. 

Just be careful. I would guess Egyptian prisons are pretty nasty places.”  
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05 

When Tristan opened his door onto 22nd Street, the sky was iron grey, and a 

salty aroma lingered in the air. As the taxicab he’d called for pulled away from his 

building, droplets appeared on its windshield. By the time the sedan cruised 

south on the Schuylkill Expressway, rain pounded against the windows of the taxi 

in wicked sheets, and upon the cars and trucks racing along side it. As the taxi 

continued into South Philadelphia, the rain jackhammered down over colossal 

fields of oil refinery tanks dotted with flame-tipped steel towers. As they 

approached the airport, the rain machine-gunned out of the volatile heavens, 

from which soaking jumbo jets descended, and ascended into. 

• • • 

In the Napoleon Court of the Louvre Museum in Paris, Tristan sat against the 

base of the I. M. Pei glass pyramid, crossed his legs at his ankles, and waited. A 

white cotton t-shirt hugged his lean torso, faded denim blue-jeans clung to his 

long runner’s legs, and his black leather ankle-boots made the ensemble look 

somewhat presentable. He angled his head down, using his mane of tousled 

blond hair to shield his face from the hot afternoon sun, and tried to ignore the 

glut of tourists swarming past him like schools of fish. 

A few minutes later, he spotted her approaching through the crowds. 

Athletically-hewn, with long limbs and straw-blonde hair, Alison Flanders walked 

with a distinctive self-possession recognizable from a distance, the aristocratic 

vitality of a woman who rode horses and skied mountains. Tristan stood. As 

Alison drew closer, they made eye-contact. The smoldering intensity of her lilac 

eyes roused him from his jet lag-induced stupor. He held his arms out. She ran up 

to him and whoomph! ...they embraced on impact, hugging bodies and 
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smooching cheeks with an intimacy unique to former lovers who’ve remained 

friends. 

After looking each other up and down, and exchanging quips about how 

healthy the other looked, Alison said in her iridescent alto voice, “So, what are 

you up to in Paris?” 

“Remember how I used to be an investigator for the city?” She nodded yes. 

He continued, “I’ve re-booted that business. Except my city contact is now 

operating on a federal level, so I’m now operating on a federal level. I’m being 

sent to Cairo on a job, Aly. The name Balthazar Flanders turned up in the case file. 

I stopped here on the way, because I thought you should know.” 

Almost in whisper, Alison said, “You’re working for Uncle Jack.” 

He gazed back at her, unblinking. 

She continued, “Does he know? That grandfather’s name turned up in your 

file?” 

Tristan shook his head no, “You’d have to be pretty good with Photoshop to 

find it, and even then, I needed some help. Aly, I don’t wanna open a can of 

worms, and I seem to have a way of doing that.” 

“I know, Tris. You have a lust for the truth in things.” 

“That’s a polite way of putting it. But I don’t wanna initiate something that 

could bring you harm. I could easily coast through this investigation, and let 

whatever it is, stay laying where it is.” 

“That might not be a good idea, Tris. If you knew grandfather Balthazar, 

you’d know it could be a lot more dangerous to let whatever it is stay hidden.” 

Tristan wrinkled his brow at her, “Why, Aly?” 

Alison glanced around the court a moment, then turned to Tristan, “I thought 

for sure it would get out, that I was your vocalist on In The Sky. But it never did, 

even after the airline commercial was broadcast all over the planet. You kept that 

a secret all this time. You’re very discreet, Tris. I’ve always appreciated that about 

you.” She held her hand out, and he took it. She said, “Let’s take a walk in the 

gardens. There’s too many people here.” 
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• • • 

Arm in arm, Tristan and Alison entered les Jardins des Tuileries, and strolled 

among its chestnut trees, rows of flowers in bloom, subdivisions of green lawns, a 

breeze from the Seine river sweeping the dank urban air. Alison began, 

“Grandfather Balthazar held court in the dining room of the Broad Street 

mansion. It was like theater, with grandfather both director and star. Every 

weekend there were important people over for dinner, so he retold many of his 

stories. I grew up hearing these stories, about the war, and Egypt, and all that 

came after. By all that came after, I mean his fortune-making. But he never spoke 

as fondly of those years, as he did about Egypt, and the war.” 

“He served in the US Army.” 

“Yes. But he also belonged to some special group within the army. All very 
hush-hush, as he would say.” 

“Hush-hush,” Tristan repeated. A hint of a smile curled his lips. “Your 

grandfather served in the OSS.” 

She halted, glancing at him, “What did OSS stand for?” 

“Office of Strategic Services.” 

“That’s it, Tris! How did you figure that out?” 

“The OSS was run by a notorious major general named William Donovan. His 

combat exploits earned him the nickname Wild Bill. When he took command of 

the OSS during World War Two, the Washington DC press nicknamed him Major 
General Hush-hush. After the war, the OSS became the CIA.” 

Alison put her hand to his chest and said, “You nailed it, Tris. Amazing. You 

really know your spy history.” 

They resumed walking. Tristan murmured, “What else, Aly?” 

Alison glanced ahead as if glancing back through time, “Grandfather was an 

intelligence liaison to British forces in Egypt. While there, he happened upon a 

treasure trove of antiquities. When the war was over, he had them flown home. 

He used them as currency to set up deals all over the globe. He would say to his 

counterparties, I can pay you in cash, or I can give you this, and it will be worth 
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ten times as much in coming years. He used these trinkets to buy rubber farms in 

South America, factories in Pittsburgh, make deals with military contractors, the 

automotive industry, trucking cartels, any industry that needed tires.” 

“Do you know if there’s anything left of these Egyptian antiquities of his?” 

“There are a few remaining trinkets at the gallery at Broad and Pine. I would 

return them to Egypt, if I could. I adored grandfather, but I’m not particularly 

proud that he stole antiquities. He donated many to museums. The Barnes, for 

example. He was friends with Albert Barnes. Much of the Egyptian artifacts on 

display at the Barnes Foundation were obtained from him by Doctor Barnes. I’ve 

heard the collection’s moving to the Parkway.” 

Tristan nodded, “They started breaking ground on it. I pass by the new site 

almost every day.” 

She pointed across the park. “There’s your hotel. Did they give you a nice 

room?” 

“They did, bumped me up to a penthouse suite. Must’ve been the diplomatic 

passport. I can see the Eiffel Tower from my bedroom window.” 

“Must be nice. Can I have a peek?” 

Tristan shot Alison a curious look, “You can’t normally see the Eiffel Tower?” 

“Not from your bedroom.” 

“We wouldn’t be making a boyfriend jealous?” 

Alison rolled her eyes, “The boyfriend is already jealous, and he doesn’t even 

know I’m here. That’s French boys for you. And if we’re going to continue 

discussing historical intrigue, I would rather not do so out here.” She winked at 

him. “Come, let’s have a look at the Eiffel Tower.” 

• • • 

Around nine that night, Alison began to gather her clothes, from the floor, 

the chair, the foot of the bed. Tristan sat up in the bed, and said, “I’ll see you 

home.” 
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Pulling her clothes on, she smiled at his naiveté. “Don’t be silly, Tris. We’re in 

the Westin. I can catch a town car at the door.” She leaned over the bed and 

kissed him. “Better you’re not seen with me in the lobby. Stay here. Be comfy. You 

had a long flight. You’ve got another tomorrow. And that reminds me.” She began 

pulling on her boots. “You’re traveling to Cairo. Something you should know. 

Grandfather always said Cairo was a nest of spies.” 

“That probably hasn’t changed much.” 

“Be careful there, Tris. What I told you about grandfather, you didn’t hear 

from me. But use the information however you need to. I mean that. I’ve cut my 

ties with that name. And Prescott can go to bloody hell, for all I care.” She laced 

her boots. “He nearly ruined my life, and my mother’s, with his fucking teenage 

girls. He was never a fraction of the man grandfather Balthazar was. I really loved 

Balthy so dearly. It broke my heart when he died. And right after that was when 

Prescott got into… his ways.” 

“We can’t choose our fathers.” 

“You know? I just thank god I look like my mother, so I don’t have to see 

Prescott every time I look in the mirror. Do what you have to, Tris, with your 

investigation, and let the chips fall where they may.” All dressed, Alison wrapped 

her arms around Tristan’s naked shoulders, and caressed his temple with her 

cheek. She murmured, “Do you still see it? When you look at the sky?” 

Tristan nodded yes. 

Alison squeezed him. “It’s just a memory. Memories are like hallucinations. 

They’re not real. Don’t let your demons get the best of you, Tris. Remember, I 

know what it’s like. Go forward, unafraid, like you always have.” 

He touched her arm, and said, “How come it didn’t work out for us, Aly?” 

“You know why. We were both running from something. We had to run in 

different directions. We were destined to love each other from afar.” 

“I don’t believe in destiny.” 

“I know you don’t. But we still love each other, don’t we?” 

He snuggled his chin into her shoulder, and replied, “Always.”  
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06 

Wearing nothing but his blue-jeans, Tristan stepped out onto his hotel suite’s 

terrace, and gazed out over nocturnal Paris. Five stories below, the intermittent 

bleating of car horns on Rue de Rivoli echoed off the Palladian facade of the hotel 

in graphite-muted cadences. The far bank of the Seine river dripped with amber 

glows. A densely winding metropolis lay beyond. 

The terrace was furnished with a wrought-iron cocktail round and a pair of 

matching chairs. Tristan decided to make it his office for the evening. He set his 

laptop on the cocktail round, looked up Office of Strategic Services in Wikipedia, 

scrolled down to Origins, and skimmed until he found: 

The Office of Strategic Services was established by a Presidential military 

order issued by President Roosevelt on 13 June 1942... 

Tristan pondered the date, recalling what Alison said. 

“Grandfather was an intelligence liaison to British forces in Egypt.” 
He clicked on the Bookmarks menu, scrolled to the page he’d saved titled 

Second Battle of El Alamein, and read the opening synopsis: 

The battle lasted from 23 October to 5 November 1942. 

Tristan considered the chronology. 

Just four months later. El Alamein was the only reason the OSS would have 
had to post Balthazar Flanders with the British in Egypt. But why? 

He skimmed over various online histories of the battle, and got nowhere. 

Who can we ask? Ah… 
He extracted his cell from his jeans pocket, and made a call. A matronly 

female voice answered, “Hello?” 
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Tristan replied, “Hey, mom.” 

“Oh, hi, honey! How are you?” 

“I’m fine. Is dad around?” 

“Yes, he’s in his den. Do you want to speak with him?” 

Tristan pictured his father at his desk in his bookcase-walled den. When 

Tristan was a little kid, visiting Air Force generals would walk in there, and 

Tristan and his brother would be forbidden from going near that room - national 

security stuff being discussed in there, can’t have kids overhearing things and 

repeating them at school. Tristan said to his mother, “Yeah, I got a quick question 

I gotta ask him.” 

“Have to ask him. You’ve been living downtown for too long, Tris. Hold on.” 

Tristan could hear his mother calling across the ground floor of the modest two-

story suburban house, Rog, pick up the phone! 
A few seconds later, a second line clicked open. Roger Boumann Sr.’s rustic 

voice came over, “Hello!” 

“Hey, Dad, hope I’m not bothering you.” 

“Hey, Tris, not at all.” 

Beverly’s voice cut in, “I’ll let you men talk. Bye, sweetheart.” 

“Bye, mom.” Click. 

Tristan’s father said, “What’s shakin’?” 

“Um, got a hypothetical question. World War Two history.” 

“Shoot.” 

“1942, Egypt, the run-up to the Second Battle of El Alamein. Right?” 

“Right, I’m following you.” 

“Say I’ve got an OSS operative embedded with British forces there. Why 

would he be there?” 

“Forty-two, Alamein.” Roger Boumann paused a moment, then said, “Oh. He 

was probably there to show the Brits how to operate the 300 Sherman tanks we’d 

just shipped over there.” 

“Sherman tanks.” 
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“Yeah. The British tanks couldn’t handle desert conditions. That’s why 

Rommel was beating the pants off the Brits in North Africa. The early British 

tanks were designed for operating in mud.” 

“In mud.” 

“Yeah. Water’s a lubricant. British tanks were made for combat in Europe. 

But this is Egypt you’re talking about. Churchill’s generals didn’t plan for all that 

dry sand getting into the track parts. The Brits’ tanks were sitting ducks in the 

desert against Rommel’s Panzer tanks. But Rommel wasn’t ready for the 

Shermans. El Alamein was the first battlefield deployment of the Sherman tank.” 

“It was?” 

“Yeah. The Sherman tank was introduced into the war by Montgomery’s 

British 8th Army at El Alamein. The Sherman was a whole new animal. It had a 

high torque-to-weight ratio, ideal for the desert.” 

“Torque-to-weight ratio.” 

“Yeah. The Shermans were light and fast, designed for the striking echelon of 

the armored division. That was a new thing. We copied that from Rommel. My 

bet, Tris? That’s why Bill Donovan shipped your OSS man to El Alamein. He was 

showing Monty and his boys how to make the most of those new US-built 

Sherman tanks nobody’d ever seen before. And making sure Rommel didn’t find 

out about ‘em until it was too late.” 

“Huh. That makes sense.” 

“What are you up to, Tris?” 

“Just doing some research for a client, that’s all.” 

“Sounds like you’ve gotten back into the biz.” Tristan tried to think of a 

response to that, but his father beat him to it, “It’s okay, son. Jus’ keep yer 

powder dry.” 

“Copy, Dad. Good lookin’ out. I didn’t know that about the Sherman tank.” 

They said goodbyes, and terminated the call. 

Tristan pulled up Victoria’s number and pressed it. After several rings, she 

answered, “Hey, what was the takeaway from your meeting with Alison?” 

“The Barnes Foundation.” 

“In Merion.” 
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“Up for a reconnoiter?” 

“Been there, know how to get there. A friend’s father is a security guard, so I 

can get on the admission list on short notice.” 

“Excellent. Pay a visit ASAP, and catalog the Egyptian antiquities on display. 

You’ve been there, so you know it’s a quirky museum that doesn’t believe in 

description tags. You’ll have to visit the archives to search out where the pieces 

came from. Type up a list of Egyptian antiquities Doctor Barnes acquired from 

Balthazar Flanders, and email it to me.” 

“You say that like you’re certain the stuff’s gonna be there.” 

“The stuff’s gonna be there.” 

“Copy, will do. Travel safe, Tris.” 

“Will do. Bye.” They terminated the call. 

Tristan went inside, extracted a beer from the honor bar, and walked back 

out onto the terrace. On his laptop, he opened Willard Van Zandt’s file, the PDF 

Senator Ranstead forwarded him from the US Embassy Egypt in Cairo. Scrolling 

through it, he realized he hadn’t yet studied it carefully, having been fixated on 

that photo of Balthazar Flanders’ dog-tag. Not being an archeologist, Tristan 

couldn’t make much of the few English texts, and the rest were in a smattering of 

languages he wasn’t fluent in. But his sense of pattern-recognition flagged an 

exotic two-word phrase that appeared at intervals throughout the texts: Taposiris 

Magna. 

What is that? 
He typed Taposiris Magna into his web browser’s Google portal, and hit 

return. A list of links filled the browser window, all of them featuring a certain 

famous name: Cleopatra. 

Huh, this is getting interesting. 
Studying the links, Tristan discovered Taposiris Magna was an ancient 

temple to Osiris and Isis, located in an Egyptian coastal region called Abusir. And 

for the past five years, Taposiris Magna has been the site of a search for the tomb 

of Cleopatra by an international team of archeologists overseen by the Egyptian 

Supreme Council of Antiquities. 
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Willard Van Zandt was working on the dig for Cleopatra. No wonder he got 
clipped trying to leave Egypt with this stuff. 

Tristan skip-traced the links mentioning the Cleopatra dig, and arrived at a 

blog by a man named Doctor Hasani Zawass, the secretary-general of the 

Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities. Tristan recalled something Senator 

Ranstead said during their dinner in Washington DC: 

“Their antiquities minister doesn’t want to be embarrassed by this…” 
Tristan now realized this Doctor Hasani Zawass was that antiquities minister. 

His blog featured a map with a placemark where the Cleopatra dig was located. 

Tristan studied the map, and mumbled out loud to himself, “Wait just a fucking 

minute…” 

He opened Google Earth, typed El Alamein Egypt into the search portal, and 

slapped the return key. The app zoomed in on a port town on Egypt’s 

Mediterranean coastline. Tristan toggled back and forth between the map 

denoting the Cleopatra dig, and the satellite overview of El Alamein. He triple-

checked the coordinates, extinguishing any doubt, and blurted out to himself, 

“Fucking perfect.” 

The dig for Cleopatra was a stone’s throw from the site of the Second Battle of 

El Alamein, the turning point of World War Two. Where OSS agent Balthazar 

Flanders was posted, and where a clue of his presence at the Cleopatra dig was 

found. Where Willard Van Zandt was working at the time he was assassinated, 

the very assassination a US senator hired Tristan to kinda-sorta but not really 

investigate. 

Cleopatra, and the OSS. What the hell have I stumbled into here? 
Tristan gazed out at the legendary Parisian skyline, not seeing it, blinded by 

the battalions of speculations and conjectures marching through the gullies and 

marshes of his cerebral cortex. Then it hit him… 

Shit, I’m using the hotel WiFi. 
He disabled the computer’s WiFi, quit all programs, and powered-down the 

machine. He grabbed his phone and went inside, found his boots and pulled them 

on, and wrestled his white t-shirt over his torso. Pocketing the phone and his 
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room’s key-card on the way out of his suite, he rode the elevator to the lobby and 

stepped out into the Parisian night. 

To his right stood a dark emerald wall of foliage, the park he’d strolled with 

Alison Flanders that afternoon. To his left, up Rue de Castiglione, lay a jungle of 

urban density. Tristan began strolling in that direction, while extracting his cell 

from his pocket. The four-lane boulevard was flanked by marching colonnades, 

their archways illuminated from within by the glow of boutiques and cafés. The 

tall spire at Place Vendôme loomed three blocks ahead, impaling the center of the 

public square to the earth. 

Jostling throngs of pedestrians streaming by chattered in French mostly, 

some German and Russian, a smattering of English. Tristan felt secure enough in 

this relative anonymity to press his cell to his cheek as he navigated his way up 

the street. A few rings, then Craig Gamble’s testosterone-soaked voice came over, 

“Yo, whassup dog?” 

“What it is, Craig. Get you at a bad time?” 

Craig laughed, “No, man! I’m stuck in a motherfuckin’ traffic jam!” Tristan 

heard a car horn blaring on the other end, then Craig hollering, Da fuck! C’mon! 
Then, “What-chu up to, dog?” 

“Got a question for ya, Craig. Got a motive and opportunity puzzle I’m trying 

to sort out.” 

“Shit dog, I love motive and opportunity puzzles!” 

“I know, that’s why I called you first. I got a dead guy, right? This Philly-boy 

got clipped trying to leave Egypt with some information, state secret-type stuff. 

Why would the Egyptians do that? Why wouldn’t they just grab him and throw 

him in prison instead?” 

“Mm-mm, that don’t make no sense. Dead men don’t give up no intel. Nope. 

One of his own guys clipped him.” 

“One of his own guys.” 

“Yup. Look here. Your dead guy, he’s in a gang, or some kinda corrupt 

organization. They don’t want word to get out about what they’re up to. He’s 

trying to leave the country with incriminating evidence. So they clip the brother.” 
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Dodging a speeding scooter while crossing Rue du Mont Thabor, Tristan said, 

“That makes sense.” 

“Another thing you gotta consider, is the nested gang scenario.” 

“The nested gang.” 

“Yeah. You got this criminal racket. Then, you got a faction within the racket 

that’s conspiring to stiff the rest of the guys in the racket. If this one guy, your 

dead guy, was in that faction? And it looked like he was gonna give the game 

away? They might’a clipped him so they don’t get found out by the rest of the 

gang. See what I mean?” 

Coming up on Rue Saint-Honoré, Tristan said, “Yeah, I hear ya.” 

“Then there’s the third-man scenario. A guy in the gang’s got a beef with your 

guy. Then, a third guy wants to move in on that guy. So the third guy clips your 

guy, because that’s gonna make it look like the guy who had the beef with him did 

it. So then that guy gets clipped for killing your guy, and the third guy moves in 

on that guy’s rackets. We see a lot of shit like that in organized crime 

investigations. Where you at, dog?” 

As the expanse of Place Vendôme stole up on Tristan, he said into the phone, 

“Paris. Headed to Cairo tomorrow.” 

“Oh shit, that’s right. Yo, you’re the Pyramider! You’re gonna get to see the 

pyramids!” 

“I’m gonna.” 

“Yo, that shit’s ill!” Craig quieted a moment, then said, “Watch your ass over 

there, Tris. I heard Cairo’s almost as rough as Philly.” 

Tristan stopped at the end of Rue de Castiglione where it met the public 

square, and said into the phone, “Sounds like a city out for my own heart.”  
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07 

Tristan walked to the sliding glass door and pulled it open. He stepped out 

onto the terrace, and leaned on the safety railing. Twenty-five stories below, a 

highway running alongside the Nile river teemed with automobile traffic. 

Between the highway and the river, a palm-lined promenade teemed with 

pedestrians. At nine p.m. Wednesday night, the sky was a smoldering violet cloak. 

On the water, triple-tiered riverboat restaurants crept up and down stream, 

glowing from within, their lights reflecting on the river’s glossy surface. The 

illuminated logos of almost every hotel brand loomed over the humming 

metropolis. But it wasn’t hot out. The night air felt cool and crisp. That surprised 

Tristan when he emerged from Cairo International Airport, and he said so to the 

cabbie who drove him here to the Intercontinental Semiramis hotel. The cabbie 

replied, Cairo is a much different city at night. We have a saying: Nighttime 
washes the city. You will see tomorrow. Cairo gets very hot in the daytime. 
People literally get sick from the heat, especially tourists like you. 

Tristan pulled his cell from his pocket, opened the BugNose app, and scanned 

the terrace for listening devices. Finding none, he dialed Victoria Penrose. She 

answered after a few rings, “Get my email?” 

“No, why? Did you visit the Barnes Foundation already?” 

“Yeah, and I sent you a detailed report, including a rather strange incident.” 

“Strange incident, eh? Lemme guess. Some curator accused you of working 

for somebody named Hasani Zawass.” 

Victoria shrieked, “Yes! How the fuck did you know that?” Tristan cackled 

with delight. Victoria continued, “Who is he, Tris? I tried Googling him, but 

couldn’t for the life of me guess how his name is spelled.” 

“Here’s the correct spelling of his name. Ready?” He gave her a moment, 

spelled the name for her, and continued, “He’s the head of an Egyptian ministry 

called the Supreme Council of Antiquities. He oversees all the archeology sites, 

and everything related to the pyramids, the mummies, the antiquities, all that.” 
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“You know what, Tris, I know who you’re talking about. I’ve seen him on 

television. Very dashing, silver-hair, fedora…” 

“That’s him. Zawass is a rock star when it comes to this Egyptology stuff. The 

real-life Indiana Jones, they call him. He’s been coordinating a search for 

Cleopatra’s tomb in - get this - the very same place we caught our favorite rubber 

and tire baron snooping around in.” 

“Oh my god, Tris! Cleopatra? I adore her!” 

“If I bump into her, I’ll let her know.” 

“You better. What else about this Hasani Zawass?” 

“Lately he’s been campaigning to repatriate antiquities stolen from Egypt 

now lurking in museums around the world. Obviously somebody at the Barnes is 

feeling a little defensive in that regard.” 

“That explains everything. Where are you, Tris?” 

“In trouble. I’ve just checked into my room at the Intercontinental Semiramis 

in Cairo, and I’m blown. I gotta bale on this hotel and find a secure place to crash.” 

“How do you know you’re blown?” 

“Over my heated objection, the Semiramis upgraded me to this cartoonishly 

opulent room called the Pharaonic Suite. It’s definitely bugged. I can’t use the 

hotel WiFi, cuz they’re gonna own my laptop the second I log on. And I’m gonna 

need to use my laptop, so I gotta get outta here.” 

“Don’t do that, Tris. That would just attract more attention. It’s bad enough 

you’re blown. Just stay where you are, and act like everything’s normal.” Tristan 

began to protest, but Victoria cut in, “No, listen, when you need to get online with 

your laptop, set up that hacked cell I gave you as a WiFi hotspot, and find the 

phone in AirPort. That phone I lent you is a Lawrence of London Telemetric. The 

Egyptians can’t hack into that thing.” 

Tristan smiled and said in a faux-British accent, “I will trust and do as you 

say, Missus Peel.” 

“You better! So you got a nice room?” 

“Oh god, it’s not just nice.” Tristan stuck his head inside, glancing at the 

suite’s huge living room full of gilded antique furniture, the thresholds to its two 

bedrooms, and the kitchen large enough to service a restaurant. “It’s like Le Bec-
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Fin, only bigger.” He glanced up at the crystal chandelier. “If Senator Ranstead 

gets wind of it, I’ll never live it down.” 

“Just enjoy it!” 

“Oh, I’m gonna, believe me. They’re gonna think Guns & Roses stayed here 

after I get through with it, furniture crashing through the windows and all.” 

“Tristan!” 

“Kidding. Tomorrow, I hit the US embassy. You should see that place, the 

embassy complex. My taxi drove past it on the way here. It’s like some weird 

fortress out of a science fiction movie, and totally surrounded by Egyptian cops. I 

can’t believe the guy who capped Willard Van Zandt pulled it off and got away 

with it.” 

“Sounds like an inside job.” 

“Good point. Hadn’t thought of that.” 

“Wish I was there now. Think you’ll need me over there?” 

“No, stay put in Philly, Vic. I need you to do something. Pay Willard Van 

Zandt’s family a visit, and see if there’s any intel there.” 

Victoria fell silent a moment, then replied, “Okay.” 

“I know, it’s gonna to be kinda rough. They’re gonna be distraught.” 

“That’s okay. I’ll do it. Do you know where they live?” 

“I’ll email Senator Ranstead’s office, and see if they’ll forward you that intel. 

They might say, No, don’t talk to the family, in which case you’ll be off the hook.” 

“I’ll keep an eye out for an email from Senator Ranstead. What else?” 

“Google the name Hasani Zawass, and dig for... oh, I dunno. Anything. We’re 

still pyramiding at this point... oh god, it feels funny saying that here.”  

“I was gonna say!” 

They shared a laugh over that, then Tristan continued, “Use Add Bookmarks 

on your web browser, and save anything that spins your fan. I’ll check back...” 

Victoria cut in, “Oh, that reminds me!” 

“What, whassup?” 

“Wait.” There was a pause on Victoria’s end, then she said, “Speaking of 

Bookmarks… after we terminate this call, check your inbox. Your email this 
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morning mentioned Balthazar Flanders was in the OSS, maybe for the Second 

Battle of El Alamein. I just sent you a link, there’s definitely a connection there.” 

“Can’t wait to see it.” 

“Go look, bye.” 

Tristan went inside. He placed his cell on the antique oak desk next to the 

terrace doors, and extracted his laptop from his shoulder satchel, setting it up on 

the desk next to the cell. After a few minutes, he had the system configured 

according to Victoria’s instruction. His laptop now accessed internet through the 

phone’s time division multiplexing-filtered satellite/cell signal, an innovation 

Victoria was introduced to by a London-based spytech named Lawrence, but 

who’s last name could be neither known nor uttered, and therefore was only ever 

referred to as Lawrence of London. 

Tristan sat at the desk, positioning his computer in front of him. A chime 

rang from it, incoming email. The subject line on the most recent from Victoria 

read, 

El Alamein/OSS 

Tristan clicked open the email. It read: 

Event described in paragraphs 15 & 16 has OSS fingerprints all over it: 
http://www.usmm.org/seatraintexas.html 

Tristan clicked the link. Safari opened. He began reading, then murmured to 

himself, “Damn, girl, you’re good. You. Are. Good.”  
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Prison windows. 
Glancing up at the US Embassy Egypt in Cairo, the narrow recessed windows 

on the embassy’s central tower reminded Tristan of those on Philadelphia’s 

Federal Detention Center at Seventh and Arch streets. Like a stepping razor, he 

walked down Kamal El Din Salah street in a gunmetal-gray business suit and 

chrome-framed aviator sunglasses. Just after nine o’clock Thursday morning, the 

Cairo sun was already baking hot, and Tristan was impressed. He recalled the 

words of T. E. Lawrence describing his first arrival in Jeddah: The heat of Arabia 
came out like a drawn sword and struck us speechless. 

Tall palm trees stood sentry along the broad thoroughfare. Most of the 

vehicles crowding the roads appeared vintage, and coated with dust. The first 

intersection Tristan arrived at, a chaotic five-way convergence of busy streets, 

gave him the impression obeying traffic signals was considered optional in Cairo, 

a hazard to which Tristan, being a Philadelphia native, was well-accustomed. 

As he reached the sidewalk wrapping the embassy complex, a pair of 

Egyptian policemen turned and eyed him. He pulled his black diplomatic 

passport from inside his suit jacket, and called out, “Salaam alaykum!” 

The policemen nodded and replied, “Alaykum salaam.” They studied the 

passport, and pointed up the block. Tristan walked in that direction. This time, 

the policemen he approached had AK-47 assault rifles dangling from their 

shoulders. After acknowledging his Arabic greeting and examining his passport, 

they pointed at a tinted Plexiglas window embedded in the embassy compound’s 

surrounding wall. Tristan approached the window, and did a three-sixty glance, 

scoping the dense surroundings, thinking, At least a half-dozen places the shot 
could have come from. 

He turned to the window. Through the tinting he could make out two US 

Marines, one black, the other blond, in khaki uniforms, looking back at him. The 
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distortion of the window’s metallic intercom grill made it impossible to know 

which one said, “State your nationality, please.” 

Tristan held up the black passport case. “American.” 

“What is your business with the embassy today?” 

“Uh… I have an appointment.” 

“Which department?” 

“Not sure.” 

A pause, then, “Why are you here?” 

“I’m on a diplomatic mission from US Senator Jack Ranstead’s office.” 

“Open your passport to the photo-ID page, and hold it up to the window, 

please.” Tristan did so. One of the Marines held a device to the window which 

scanned the passport. After a moment, the voice came back, “Boumann, Tristan. 

Boumann with two n’s. No. We don’t have you listed on today’s manifest. Are you 

sure you’re at the correct location?” 

“I was told to report to the main embassy in Cairo.” 

“On what day and time were you told to report?” 

“As soon as I could get here.” 

“Do you know who you’re here to see?” 

“Not specifically, no.” 

“Do you know why you’re here, Mister Boumann?” 

“Yes, I’m inquiring about Willard Van Zandt.” 

The two Marines glanced at each other. One of them picked up a telephone 

receiver and put it to his ear. 

Tristan turned around, taking another measure of the surroundings. The 

palm trees reminded him of Los Angeles. The policemen wore old fashioned 

leggings covering their ankles and calves, probably to repel scorpion bites, he 

realized. He didn’t anticipate coming across such wildlife in a city like Cairo, but 

now felt relieved he’d worn his leather ankle boots. The urban density reminded 

him of an exotic remix of Manhattan. The muggy heat reminded him of Philly this 

time of year. Many of the newer skyscrapers looked strangely unfinished - upper 

floors naked of windows, steel re-bar rods protruding askew like black pine 
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needles, as if their construction crews prematurely quit their jobs. The place felt 

ruthless, alien, chaotic. 

I like it here. 
One of the Marines called through the intercom, “Mister Boumann?” 

Tristan spun around, “Yes, sir!” 

“Please step to your right, and wait for the gate to open.” Tristan did so. A 

portion of the wall slid to one side, creating a portal. A young Marine inside 

beckoned him. Tristan walked across the threshold from the sidewalk. The solid 

gate slid closed behind him, shutting with a metallic thud, sealing off the large 

room like an airlock from the street. 

An ensuing security check lasted about fifteen minutes, stopping short of a 

body cavity search. About an hour after it was complete, a Marine officer entered 

the holding chamber from its interior side, crisp, erect, his uniform immaculate. 

He said, “You’re Tristan Boumann?” 

“Yes sir, that’s me.” 

“I’m First Lieutenant Lance Davis, detachment commander of the Marine 

Security Guard in charge of embassy security. Would you follow me, please?” 

Tristan followed him through the threshold. They emerged outdoors, inside a 

moat-like channel between the compound’s perimeter building and its central 

tower. They walked across a courtyard and down a flight of stairs toward the 

tower. Lieutenant Davis said, “Mister Boumann, I’ve spoken with the embassy 

chargé d'affaires, informing him you’ve arrived. Apparently, the embassy staff 

was not aware that you were due to arrive here today, or any other day, for that 

matter.” 

Tristan said, “We must have had a dropped communication.” 

“Perhaps.” At the tower, Lieutenant Davis swiped a card at a wall next to a 

cryptically-labeled door, which slid open. “I’m going to take you to the office of 

the chargé d'affaires. But he’s not ready to see you, for obvious reasons. So you’re 

going to have to wait to see him. For how long, I can’t say.” 

They went inside the tower. Its interior had the feel of a military installation, 

its layout and architecture seeming calculated to say to visitors, Go away. Tristan 
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asked, “Lieutenant, that room I passed through from the street, was that where 

Willard Van Zandt... was that where it happened?” 

“I’m not at liberty to discuss embassy matters, Mister Boumann.” They 

walked past a Marine security detail on the way to an elevator bank. Lieutenant 

Davis and the detail saluted each other as Davis continued, “C.D.A. Claymore will 

brief you on whatever it is you need to know in that regard, until I’m instructed 

otherwise.” 

“C.D.A.?” Tristan asked, as they entered an elevator. 

Lieutenant Davis inserted a key-card into a slot, pressed a button, and the 

doors slid shut. “Chargé d'affaires.” 

“Chargé d'affaires?” 

“New to this beat, Mister Boumann?” 

“Affirmative, Lieutenant.” 

“An embassy chargé d'affaires is basically the director of operations of the 

embassy. He oversees day-to-day property and staff logistics, leaving the 

ambassador to concentrate on keeping the peace with the host country and 

carrying out US State Department policy. At least that’s how it works here. Every 

embassy makes it’s own rules to some extent.” 

“Roger that.” 

“This facility was built post nine-eleven, and a few of the al-Qaeda 

ringleaders were Egyptian, so things are a little stricter here than you’ll find 

elsewhere.” 

“I read on the embassy website, embassy personnel are advised not to travel 

around Egypt after dark.” 

“Correction, Mister Boumann, embassy personnel are forbidden from 

traveling in Egypt after dark.” A bell chimed. The elevator slowed to a halt. 

Lieutenant Davis stepped out onto a carpeted landing, and glanced in one 

direction, while gesturing in the other, “You can wait in the lounge...” 

Tristan spied the end of the landing Lieutenant Davis had glanced toward. A 

tall, dark-haired executive stood there, dressed in a crisp business suit and tie, 

and expensive designer eyeglasses. He chatted with a likewise corporately-

dressed and groomed female. The male executive glanced their way, and made an 
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economical hand gesture toward Tristan. Lieutenant Davis nodded once at the 

executive, who beckoned them over. As Davis and Tristan approached, the 

executive said, “Tristan Boumann?” 

“Yes sir, that’s me.” 

About six-four, clean-cut, not a hair out of place, the executive reached his 

hand out, raising his eyebrows with an insincere smile. “Michael Claymore, 

embassy chargé d'affaires.” 

Tristan shook his hand, “Pleasure meeting you, sir.” 

Claymore looked Tristan over in obvious disapproval of his lacking both a 

necktie and a shave, and said, “We have to practice the art of calling ahead and 

making appointments.” 

“I didn’t think it would be a problem.” 

“We’ll let you off the hook this one time. Thank you, Lieutenant Davis. Mister 

Boumann, let’s talk in my office.” 

• • • 

Sixteen floors up, a set of six narrow, vertically rectangular windows faced 

west. The Great Pyramids of Giza could be seen about eight miles off in the hazy 

August desert. Claymore’s office was large, and somehow managed to be both 

plush and spare. It wasn’t packed with furnishings, but the few pieces present 

looked pricey, and color-coordinated with the minimalist paintings on the walls. 

Claymore sat behind his large desk in a generous executive lounger, and 

motioned Tristan to sit opposite in a smaller one. Claymore settled back, crossed 

his legs, straightened his tie, and said, “So, Mister Boumann, let me make sure 

I’ve got this straight. You are the son of the Roger Boumann. Correct?” 

A flash-fire erupted through the pores in Tristan’s face. 

Claymore made a smirk that turned his mouth into a wavy set of lines, and 

continued, “Is that right?” 

Tristan nodded once, “Nice detective work.” 
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“This is one of the most secure US government instillations in the world, 

Mister Boumann. Of course we checked you out before you could be allowed up 

to this level. Now, you were sent here by Senator Jack Ranstead’s office. So, if you 

don’t mind me asking, how did you get this job? I mean, aren’t you a musician or 

something?” 

“Producer. But I also…” 

Claymore cut him off, “That’s right, you produced that airline commercial.” 

“I wrote the music for it. But I also did some investigative work for the city, 

when…”  

“The city? What city?” 

“Philadelphia. Senator Ranstead was mayor of Philadelphia, until he got 

elected senator last year. I did some freelance work for the city. When this came 

up, I guess he remembered me.” 

“I suppose you didn’t wish to follow in your father’s footsteps, and become an 

aerospace engineer, hmm?” 

Tristan restrained an impulse to hurtle the desk and demolish the smug 

bureaucrat, and finally replied, “No.” 

“Can’t blame you.” Claymore glanced sideways out the windows at the 

pyramids. “Tristan… may I call you that?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Tristan, I understand and appreciate the sorrow Willard Van Zandt’s family 

is feeling right now. But the need for stability in US relations with an important 

Mideast ally like Egypt… let’s just say that in this case, the needs of the many 

outweigh the needs of the few.” 

“Understood.” 

“Good. Then I know you can play a contributing role in this. Which means, 

you’re going to stay out of it. Because digging around in it is going to do nothing 

but screw up our relations with Egypt. Their antiquities ministry is really the only 

thing they have going for them, if you don’t count their peace treaty with Israel. 

We don’t know what sort of intrigue Willard Van Zandt was involved in. But his 

death couldn’t have had anything to do with his work. Personally, and off the 

record, I don’t give a damn what he was involved in. Do you?” 
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“No. He probably got hit by a stray bullet, for all we know. I understand 

Cairo’s kinda rough like that. No, Mister Claymore, you don’t have to worry about 

me. I’m just here to observe, and write a report to Senator Ranstead. And 

hopefully visit the beach while I’m here.” 

Claymore made that wiggly smirk again, “Well, Tristan, before you visit the 

beach, I will need you to do one thing. Think of it as a duty to your country.” 

Claymore handed a black vinyl case across the desk. “You’re to personally deliver 

this to a man named Doctor Hasani Zawass.” 

Tristan took the black case. About nine-by-twelve inches and roughly the 

thickness of a fashion magazine, it had the official seal of the US Embassy 

embossed on its cover. A round metallic sticker reading SECRET - DO NOT 
OPEN UNLESS AUTHORIZED sealed its flap. Tristan glanced up at Claymore, 

“Should I ask what this is?” 

“No. Just deliver it to Doctor Zawass. I want you to personally hand it to him. 

You’re to tell him it got misplaced in the confusion on the night of Mister Van 

Zandt’s demise, and that we’ve only just now located it.” 

Tristan brandished the case, “Willard Van Zandt brought this here the night 

he was killed.” 

“I didn’t say that,” Claymore snapped. “Just deliver it, please.” 

“Okay.” The case had a slip of paper clipped to it. Tristan pulled off the note 

and said, “This is Doctor Zawass’s address?” 

“Correct. Well, wait... do you have a driver?” 

“I’ll hail a cab.” 

“No!” Claymore pulled his glasses off and rubbed his brow, “You’ve never 

been to Cairo before, have you.” 

“No, but I’ve been learning Arabic, and studying maps.” 

Claymore rolled his eyes, “That’s very studious of you, Tristan. But let’s get 

you a driver. We can’t have anything happen to you. It’s bad enough we lost 

Mister Van Zandt. If we go ahead and lose the kid who…” 

“Mister Claymore, I’m from Philly. Cairo doesn’t scare me. Thanks for the 

concern, but I can manage.” 
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Claymore flashed an impatient look, “It’s not up for discussion. You have to 

assume that once you were seen walking in here, you became a target. We have to 

manage the risk. How long are you here for?” 

“A target for what?” 

Claymore rolled his eyes again, “Al Qaeda. The Muslim Brotherhood. Hamas. 

You’re not in Philly anymore, Tristan. It won’t be washed-out Black Panthers 

you’re going to be bumping into on the streets here. These people live to kill 

Americans. We have our rules, so play along. Again, how long are you here for?” 

“I booked my hotel room for the weekend.” 

“You’re leaving Sunday.” 

“As you wish.” 

“Today’s Thursday. That’s four days, three nights. We can manage that. 

Might as well, we’re already paying them.” 

“Paying whom?” 

“We have a contract with Redlake.” 

“Redlake Security? The Redlake Security?” 

“Don’t be spooked by what you hear in the media. They’re a very reliable 

service. So they had a mishap in Iraq. This isn’t Iraq. You need a driver who 

knows the territory, and fluent in both Arabic and English.” Claymore waved 

Tristan off, “Go sit in the atrium. My secretary will ping your cell when they have 

one ready.” 

“Sure. And while I’m waiting, I’ll have a look at the crime scene.” 

Claymore shook his head, “Why would you do that?” 

Tristan nodded his head, “It’s gotta look to the folks back home like I actually 

did something here.” 

Claymore glared at Tristan, then nodded, “Fine.” He pressed a button on his 

desk phone, and said, “Lieutenant Davis? Come retrieve Mister Boumann, and 

give him a closely-monitored tour of the airlock, please.” He took his finger off 

the phone and said to Tristan, “By the way, this entire facility is classified top-

secret. So do not include any details about this building’s layout or security 

arrangements in your report. That’s an order, and I can have you locked up in a 

federal prison if I find out you’ve disobeyed that order. The same goes with that 
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file I just handed you. If that gets opened, or goes missing, before it gets into 

Doctor Zawass’s hands, trust me, Senator Ranstead doesn’t have the clout to get 

you out of the hole I’ll throw you in.”  
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09 

As the blast-proof portal onto Kamal El Din Salah street slid open, Tristan 

said to Lieutenant Davis, “Did you say point blank?” 

Daylight and street noise poured into the airlock, a moniker Tristan 

ascertained in fact served as the embassy personnel’s nickname for the security 

chamber visitors pass through if they’re approaching on foot. Lieutenant Davis 

replied, “Affirmative. The shooter ran up behind Mister Van Zandt, and unloaded 

one pistol round in the back of his head, at point-blank range, right at the 

moment this gate opened.” 

“The gate was open when the assassin fired on Mr. Van Zandt.” 

“Affirmative, sir.” 

Tristan glanced backward, eyeing the inside of the airlock, “Exit wound?” 

“No exit wound. May I close this gate now?” 

Tristan stepped across the threshold out onto the sidewalk, glancing around 

the Cairo street. Egyptian security officers, rifles dangling on their shoulders, 

turned to Tristan with curious stares. Lieutenant Davis followed him out there, 

tentatively. Tristan motioned about, murmuring to Davis, “Point blank, with all 

these cops around, and the shooter gets away. What am I missing here?” 

Davis stepped up to Tristan and murmured, “The cops were aye, double-u, oh, 
el, at the moment of the event.” 

Tristan stared unblinking into Davis’s eyes, then said, “Whiskey Tango 

Foxtrot.” 

Davis nodded, “That’s what I said.” 

“I heard this M-P cordon was a two-four-seven deal.” 

“F-Y-I, we’re not supposed to be lingering out here, sir.” 

“Roger that.” Tristan stepped back across the threshold, Lieutenant Davis 

following him. The gate slid closed, sealing the holding chamber from the 

unruliness of Cairo. Tristan gestured to the shut portal, “The lapse in the M-P 

cordon… you were saying?” 
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Davis continued, “The story we were given by the Egyptians was, they had an 

unintentional gap in their overnight shift-rotation, which takes place at oh-two-

hundred. Outgoing guards went off-post a little early, and their replacements 

came on-post in a little late, leaving a window of vulnerability.” 

“And Willard Van Zandt just happened to show up inside that window. What 

a coincidence.” 

“That’s their story, and they’re sticking with it. And honestly, Mister 

Boumann, that’s about as plausible an explanation as you can probably expect.” 

Tristan nodded at Davis, “Because if the authorities wanted him dead, they 

wouldn’t have clipped him here, in front of your surveillance cameras.” 

“Considering the level of cooperation between our two countries, affirmative. 

If the Egyptians had due cause to detain Mr. Van Zandt, they could have executed 

that protocol without our government’s interference.” 

Tristan glanced at the sealed threshold to the street. “Was that the first time 

the security breach appeared? The oh-two-hundred shift-rotation gap?” 

“No. We went back over the old footage. The overnight shifts have been 

getting sloppy for some time now.” 

“Roger that. Speaking of footage, can I have a look at it?” 

“Sure.” Davis typed on a keypad mounted on a wall next to a steel door. The 

door slid open. Davis stepped into a booth off the side of the airlock, beckoning 

Tristan, who followed him in. The door slid closed behind them. They now were 

inside the dispatch booth housing the two Marines who’d buzzed Tristan into the 

embassy earlier in the day. Tristan could see out onto Kamal El Din Salah street 

through the tinted glass he’d peered into then. The two Marines turned to him. 

Davis said, “Mister Boumann, this is Sergeant Lamm, and Corporal Robinson. 

They were assigned to the airlock for Mister Van Zandt’s arrival. Men, this is 

Tristan Boumann, but you knew that already.” 

Tristan shook hands with each of them, “Pleasure meeting you, gentlemen.” 

The Marines replied, “Likewise, sir.” 

Tristan added, “And thank you for your service to our country, we all 

appreciate it back home.” 

The Marines nodded, “Thank you, sir.” 
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Davis said, “Mister Boumann is an investigator for Willard Van Zandt’s local 

senator, Ranstead, is it?” 

“That’s correct. The Van Zandt family asked Senator Ranstead to look into it. 

I’m the set of eyes Senator Ranstead sent over. Hey, gentlemen, did Mr. Van 

Zandt have anything on him when he got here, besides the usual pocket litter?” 

The three Marines glanced at each other a moment, then Davis said to 

Tristan, “He had a manila file envelope folded inside his suit jacket, about nine-

by-twelve, with some photos and documents in it. Don’t know what happened to 

it. You could ask C.D.A. Claymore about that. He’d know what happened to it.” 

Tristan nodded his head in reply. 

Robinson turned his attention back to the window, while Lamm resumed 

studying a bank of surveillance monitors set into the console the two manned. 

Davis approached a video monitor set into the wall. He switched it on, and 

slipped a DVD into a slot beneath it, while explaining to Tristan, “Several 

cameras picked up the shooter. None of them got a good shot at his face. I culled 

together this greatest hits DVD on C.D.A. Claymore’s instructions. It’s pretty 

useless.” Davis played the video. “Mister Van Zandt approached the embassy 

complex from the southern tip of the block, as you can see here. The shooter 

followed him at a distance from that direction. There’s Mister Van Zandt, 

standing at the window, requesting he be admitted.” 

“Could you pause it please?” 

“Sure.” 

Tristan studied the image of Willard Van Zandt. Dressed in an eggshell blazer 

and trousers and a white oxford shirt, he had a long, chiseled face, and a scruffy 

crop of gray hair. He stood on the sidewalk in the dark of night, holding his 

passport up to the window. Tristan nodded to Davis, who resumed the video. 

“Here’s where the shooter first appears in camera range.” 

“Pause it please.” Tristan studied the image. “A wide-brimmed fedora. That’s 

why your cameras didn’t get his face.” 

“You see lots of guys wearing them in Cairo, because the sun is so hot, and 

those hats are pretty effective at keeping your head cool.” 
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“But it’s nighttime in this footage. Our shooter’s not worried about the sun. 

Play the rest, please.” 

Davis hit play. The sequence unfolded in the space of about three seconds: 

The gate sliding open, Willard Van Zandt stepping across, the man in the fedora 

gliding by, his pistol barrel emerging from his cupped hand, Van Zandt’s head 

pitches forward as the pistol jerks up from the recoil, the shooter pivots thirty 

degrees rightward and vanishes from camera range. 

Tristan muttered, “Baller.” 

Davis said, “Pardon, Mister Boumann?” 

“Footballer. The shooter, he moves like a soccer player.” Tristan became lost 

in thought a moment, then said, “Anything else to look at, Lieutenant Davis?” 

“Yes sir. Here’s the footage from the camera on the north tip of the complex, 

which is pointed in the direction the shooter approached from.” Davis played it, 

then paused it. “That’s the best shot of his face we got.” 

Tristan shook his head looking at it, “His chin, and one side of his jaw.” 

“If there was one camera on the entire complex that should have got a look at 

his face, that’s the one. And that’s what it got.” 

“The brim of a fedora concealing the face of an assassin. Cairo, still partying 

like it’s 1942.” Tristan stepped toward the monitor, and pointed at the assassin’s 

face. “You think that’s the outer tip of a mustache? This black spot here under the 

edge of the fedora’s brim?” 

Davis nodded, “Could be.” 

The monitor went black. Tristan turned away from it. He leaned back against 

the rear-wall of the booth, opposite the tinted window facing the street. Bright 

daylight from the other side cast an amber glow on his upper-torso. He folded his 

arms across his chest, and said to the three Marines, “Our shooter’s not shy about 

approaching a security-sensitive embassy with his weapon drawn. He moves like 

a phantom. Closes the deal with one shot. And the whole time, he’s got the 

presence of mind to keep his head down just enough to keep his face off-camera. 

Never took his eye off the ball. Never hesitated. And then he disappears into the 

night. What is that, gentlemen?” 

Davis replied without hesitation, “That’s training.” 
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The other two Marines glanced at Tristan, nodding in assent. 

Tristan replied, “Military training.” 

Sergeant Lamm said, “Or some sort of elite law-enforcement, like a SWAT 

team.” 

Tristan pointed at Lamm, “Intelligence services have guys like that on staff.” 

Corporal Robinson said, “Heck, yeah. They cull from the military branches.” 

Tristan nodded at Robinson, “Then there’s the private contractors, the war 

corporations, like Redlake Security.” 

Davis replied, “Yep, and they cull from the intelligence services.” 

Tristan declared, “Our shooter’s a pro.” 

The three Marines nodded in assent. 

Tristan reached into his satchel, and pulled out the black vinyl case chargé 

d'affaires Michael Claymore had just given him. “Gentlemen, I’m due to leave 

Egypt on Sunday afternoon. If I’m carrying this around with me all weekend, I’m 

gonna be too tempting a target.” 

Davis reached his hand out, “We’ll keep it here.” 

Tristan handed it over, “I can pick it up Sunday morning?” 

Davis handed the case to Sergeant Lamm, who glanced at Tristan and said, 

“Affirmative. I’ll be on duty Sunday morning.” Lamm slipped the case into a 

drawer below the surveillance console. 

Davis put a finger to his ear, then turned to Tristan with a face full of irony, 

“Speak of the devil, Mister Boumann, your driver from Redlake Security is here.”  
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Steel elevator doors parted to reveal an underground parking level. 

Lieutenant Davis stepped out and led Tristan to a glassed-in attendant’s booth. A 

young man lingered there, dressed in black designer jeans, and a white long-

sleeved dress shirt that hugged his muscled torso. About six-foot, athletic, with a 

bronze complexion and longish black hair, he resembled an Arab soccer star in 

the off-season. He flashed an ID badge at Lieutenant Davis. Davis gestured to 

Tristan, “Your client.” 

The Arab turned to Tristan, his midnight-brown eyes glistening with 

intensity, and said, “My name is Amir.” 

They shook hands. “Tristan. Pleasure meeting you, Amir.” 

“Likewise, Tristan.” Davis turned and headed back toward the elevator bank. 

Amir beckoned Tristan to follow him. As they walked through the garage, Amir 

pressed a key-ring with his thumb. A black Audi sedan flashed to life with an 

electronic yelp. Amir pointed to the front-passenger door, and walked to the 

driver-side. They climbed into the car and pulled the doors shut. 

Amir produced a plastic device about the size of a USB flash drive, with a 

velcro strap attached. Speaking fluent English tinged with a Mideast accent, he 

said, “Push up your sleeve, and strap this to your forearm, with this end pointed 

at your wrist.” Tristan did so. Amir handed him a skin-toned earbud, “Now put 

this in your ear.” As Tristan did, Amir added, “Always keep in mind it’s in your 

right ear, so you can turn that side of your head away, to evade detection.” Amir 

angled his wrist near his chin and said, “Is that too loud?” 

Tristan put his finger to the earbud to press it in more, “No, good signal.” 

“Answer me into that com you just strapped to your wrist.” 

Tristan imitated Amir’s motion, and said, “Testing, testing.” 

“Good.” 

“Short-range RF?” 
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“Affirmative. I’ve got a repeater in the car, boosting the range to about a 

kilometer. Now reach down between your knees, under the seat.” Tristan did so. 

“Feel that?” 

“Yeah.” 

“It’s a nine millimeter automatic, a life insurance policy, courtesy of Redlake 

Security International. Should I become disabled, and you need to defend 

yourself, make sure your trigger finger is on the trigger guard, grip the handle, 

and pull. It should come right out. Have you ever fired one of those?” 

“Nine mil? What make?” 

“Walther. They have a firing range here, if you think you need to brush up on 

your skills.” 

“Walther,” Tristan repeated, glancing at his wristwatch. “My pop trained me 

on Remingtons. Yeah, we got time. Let’s go have us some target practice.” 

• • • 

The elevator ride to the sub-basement shooting gallery made a stop on the 

way down, opening to what looked like a high-tech communications suite, where 

two men boarded the elevator. Casually dressed, somewhat older than the 

embassy Marine guards, they ignored Tristan and Amir as the elevator resumed 

its descent. Once in the firing range, the two men loaded and fired their weapons 

with formidable confidence and expertise. Tristan murmured, “Who’re those guys, 

Amir?” 

“Don’t ask.” 

“They’re not Redlake?” 

“No, and don’t stare at them, they don’t like that.” 

One of them shot a menacing glance at Tristan, and he realized who these 

guys were: Of course, CIA Cairo Station is located here in the embassy. Egypt’s a 
client-state. Where else would the local CIA station be? 

Amir and Tristan manned a vacant firing booth. Amir demonstrated the 

various trigger modes on the Walther P99 pistol. He suggested Tristan keep it set 
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to anti-stress mode, explaining how after firing it once, it would automatically 

switch to single-action mode, whereupon it would operate with a shorter and 

lighter trigger action. “Go ahead,” Amir said, gesturing at the paper target 

hanging ten yards up the narrow booth. 

Tristan fired, missing the target. “Damn, there’s almost zero kick to this 

thing.” 

“I know. You don’t have to grip it so hard. Try again.” Tristan squeezed on the 

trigger, and again, missed the target. Amir said, “See what I mean about the 

trigger action?” 

“Yeah, I didn’t have to squeeze it half as hard that time.” 

“Try to remember that. Your first shot is a long pull on the trigger, then the 

rest are hair-triggers. You got fourteen more rounds in the mag. Go ahead and 

empty it.” 

Tristan took another shot, winging the edge of the target. He shifted his right 

foot back, slid his left foot forward, and sunk his hip a few degrees. His next shot 

grazed the inside ring of the target. He took the next twelve shots in rapid 

succession, blowing out the center of the paper. 

“Not bad,” Amir said. He demonstrated how to eject the clip and insert a 

fresh one, racking the barrel-slide with a metallic click. He pulled Tristan’s 

blasted-up target, clipped a new one on, and sent it back up the galley. One-

handing the pistol, Amir raised it and rapid-fired fourteen rounds, blasting out 

the center ring of the target, not one errant shot. Tristan observed Amir’s poise, 

which differed from the CIA operatives; they fired their weapons like practiced 

soldiers, whereas Amir exuded the aloof confidence of an urbane gangster. He 

pulled one of the earmuffs off and said to Tristan, “Here’s my own little accuracy 

test for a sidearm.” Replacing the headset, Amir aimed and fired, taking off the 

upper-left clip of the target, leaving it hanging half-off the wire. He fired again, 

taking off the other clip. The target somersaulted in the air as it drifted to the 

floor of the galley. Amir removed his earmuffs and, brandishing the pistol, said, 

“If you miss what you’re shooting at with this, you gotta chalk it up to operator 

error.” 
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• • • 

After the Audi got waved through multiple layers of security and out of the 

embassy complex, Amir piloted the car north along Corniche El Nile Freeway on 

the east bank of the Nile. To their left, the broad waterway teemed with feluccas, 

tiny tourist boats, their sun-bleached sails oscillating in the midday glare like gull 

wings. To their right, the dense city sprawled in a schizoid fusion of ancient and 

modern, a tech-savvy metropolis with its tribal step-siblings camped on its 

fringes and alleys. Tristan asked, “Are you Egyptian, Amir?” 

Amir nodded yes, “I was born and raised here in Cairo.” 

“How did you end up working for Redlake?” 

“I worked in Egyptian law enforcement for many years. Then I heard through 

the grapevine that Redlake was in town, so I attended a recruitment meeting. 

They offered me better pay than I was making with the interior security ministry. 

So I work for Redlake now.” 

The Audi got snarled in traffic at a rotary intersection wrapping a tall granite 

monument. Tristan lowered his window a little, and called to Amir, “Cairo 

reminds me of Manhattan on a hot summer day!” 

Amir laughed, and said, “When I first visited Manhattan, I said the exact 

same thing, but in reverse!” 

“So you’ve been to America!” 

Amir nodded yes, “I once took a work-study trip to New York, serving an 

internship with the New York City police department.” 

“What was that like?” 

“Really impressive.” His eyes flashing with pride, Amir continued, “I met Ray 

Kelly, the New York City police commissioner. They’ve really got their act 

together over there. It was an eye-opener. When I came back to Egypt, I almost 

couldn’t stand it, serving in the interior police. When Redlake made me an offer, I 

jumped at it.” 

From a distance, Arabic chanting, lyrical and passionate, blared from a 

loudspeaker, then similar music blared from a separate source, followed by 
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dozens more. The distorted and overlapping melodies blended into a surreal 

mélange, a dissonant symphony blanketing the city. Tristan lowered his window 

more to listen, thrilled at how wonderfully alien it sounded. He called out to Amir, 

“Is that the call to prayer?” 

Amir nodded, calling back, “Yeah, that’s the mosques, with their prayer wars. 

They all compete to see who can be the loudest, like it’ll get them to heaven faster 

or something. It’s ridiculous.” 

“Do you want to pull over, so you can pray?” 

Amir shook his head no, “I’ll do it later. The call to prayer doesn’t mean I 

gotta drop everything. Homey don’t play that. It’s just the mullahs doing their 

thing, justifying their existence.” 

Tristan closed the window, shutting out the noise. “So you are Muslim?” 

“Yes, I am Muslim. But I am also a secularist.” 

“A secularist. Does that have the same meaning here as it does in America?” 

“In that I believe in the separation of church and state? Yes, it does. And also 

that I am tolerant and respectful of Christians and Jews. What about you, Tristan, 

what are you?” 

“I am also a secularist.” 

Amir chuckled, “That’s good. No, I mean, do you have a religion?” 

“I was raised in a Protestant household. But I have a complicated relationship 

with organized religion.” 

“Is that not the essence of Protestantism?” 

Tristan nodded in approval, “Yeah, I guess you could say that.” 

“I guess what I meant to ask is, do you believe in God?” 

“Yeah, I do. I just don’t trust anybody who thinks they have the right to stand 

between me and God.” 

Amir nodded in approval, “I’m with you on that, my brother.” He veered the 

Audi onto a bridge traversing the Nile, toward a massive island in the middle of 

the river. “This is the Zamalek Island district of Cairo we’re heading towards. It’s 

very upper-class. This ministry I’m taking you to, Tristan. Have you done your 

intel on this place?” 

“The Supreme Council of Antiquities? What about it?” 
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“Doctor Hasani Zawass, the man you’re going to see, is the most famous man 

in Egypt after President Mubarak, and the most famous Egyptian in the world 

after King Tut. It makes me feel honored to be taking you to see him.” 

“The honor is mine,” Tristan replied. They pulled up to a cube-shaped glass 

tower separated from the street by a leafy pavilion. Tristan added, “But this 

building doesn’t do the honor much justice. It looks like a generic office tower.” 

Amir powered-down the car and replied, “Don’t be fooled by its looks. You’re 

about to enter the belly of the beast. Use the RF com if you need local cover. I’ll 

be waiting here.”  
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The receptionist sitting inside the Supreme Council of Antiquities 

headquarters’ glass atrium snapped at Tristan, “I cannot let you in! You do not 
have an appointment! Doctor Zawass is not expecting you! And he is an 

extremely busy person!” The Egyptian lady didn’t try to be nice about the way she 

said this. She didn’t have to be nice. She was flanked by two large armed guards, 

and they didn’t try to be nice, either. 

Tristan flashed the corpulent lady a plain-folks smile, and replied, “Ma’am, 

I’m sure if you inform Doctor Zawass that I’m here to assist with the matter of 

Willard Van Zandt, he’ll be real grateful you told him I was here.” 

She handed him a pen and a small pad of paper, “Write down the name, 

please.” He did so, and handed it to her. She picked up her phone. Minutes later, 

a nervous-looking Egyptian man emerged from an elevator bank, and waved 

Tristan through the security detail in the atrium. They boarded an elevator, and 

disembarked on what appeared to be the penthouse floor of the fifteen-story glass 

cube. The man led Tristan through a sprawling office suit and said, “Have a seat 

here, please,” leaving Tristan in a small reception area. 

A few minutes later, a handsome, professionally-attired young woman with 

light-brown hair and glasses approached him. Speaking with an American accent, 

she said, “Are you Tristan Boumann?” 

He stood, “Yes.” 

She offered a handshake, “I’m Janice Rowland, Doctor Zawass’s executive 

assistant.” 

They shook hands, “Pleasure meeting you, Miss Rowland.” 

“Can I ask why you’re here, Mister Boumann?” 

“I’m here about Willard Van Zandt.” 

“He was not directly employed by the SCA, you know.” 

“Wasn’t he working at the Taposiris Magna dig? I thought all the archeology 

work done in Egypt fell under the SCA’s purview.” 
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“That’s true, but over a thousand people from abroad work for the SCA on a 

privately contracted basis. Mister Van Zandt was one of those people. In his 

capacity as the SCA secretary-general, Doctor Zawass had little to no interaction 

with Mister Van Zandt, I can assure you. Who are you working for exactly, Mister 

Boumann?” 

“US Senator Jack Ranstead asked me to travel here on his behalf. Willard 

Van Zandt was from Philadelphia, as is Senator Ranstead, and I happen to be 

acquainted with the senator.” Tristan lowered his volume a notch, and relaxed his 

tone as he continued, “Between you and me, Miss Rowland, I’m here for the sake 

of appearances, to conduct a symbolic inquiry into what happened to Willard. It 

would look good… it would make Willard’s family feel a little better, if I could go 

back home, and tell them I met personally with Doctor Zawass. Which is why I 

only need five minutes of his time, tops.” 

“Five minutes.” 

“Not even.” 

“You won’t be recording anything.” 

Tristan extracted his cell from his pocket and held it out to her, “This is the 

only recording device on my possession.” 

She took the phone, and slipped it into her blazer’s hip-pocket. “Anything he 

would say to you, would be strictly off-the-record.” 

“Yes, of course.” 

“And you cannot speak to anyone in the media about your meeting with 

Doctor Zawass.” 

Tristan lowered his voice further, “I’m in the business of keeping secrets, 

Miss Rowland. That’s why Senator Ranstead occasionally asks me to do favors 

like this.” 

“Could you wait here one moment, please?” 

“Of course.” 

She walked off. Tristan had a seat. About thirty minutes passed. Tristan knew 

why. They were getting Senator Ranstead’s office on the line to vouch for Tristan, 

and it was still early in Washington DC. Janice Rowland eventually returned and 

said, “Mister Boumann, Doctor Zawass has a minute to see you.” 
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• • • 

Tristan knew from the photos and videos he’d studied on the internet that it 

was Doctor Hasani Zawass standing in the office. Handsome and fit for sixty-two, 

he stood about Tristan’s height, tanned with expertly groomed silver hair and 

mustache, dressed in a tailored business suit of the finest quality and taste. 

Unsmiling, he extended his thick hand toward Tristan and grumbled, “I am 

Doctor Hasani Zawass.” 

They shook hands. “Tristan Boumann. It’s an honor meeting you, Doctor.” 

Zawass motioned to a chair. He walked behind his desk. The two men sat 

facing across it. Tristan became transfixed by a wall-sized map of the world to the 

side of Zawass’s desk, a deluxe job, oriented with Africa and Europe in its center, 

the Americas to the left, the Asian continent to the right. 

Zawass glanced at the map, and back at Tristan with an irritated wrinkle on 

his brow. He rested an ankle on a knee, folded his hands on his lap, and in a gruff 

tenor, barked, “What brings you here, Mister Boumann?” 

Still gazing at the wall-map, Tristan replied, “Our senator, Jack Ranstead, 

asked me to come here on his behalf.” 

“To do what?” 

Tristan peeled his gaze from the map to look Zawass in his eyes, “To satisfy 

the Van Zandt family that Willard’s death is sufficiently investigated.” 

“You are an investigator?” 

“At the moment, yes.” 

“Well, Mister Boumann, I would suggest you leave the investigation to the 

Egyptian authorities. They are quite capable.” 

“No doubt.” 

Zawass nodded his head once, “Then we have nothing more to discuss.” 

“It would appear so.” Tristan glanced at the wall-map again. “I appreciate the 

generosity of your time, Doctor. Just one more thing, if I may be so bold to ask.” 

“You may ask.” 

Tristan shifted his gaze to Zawass, “May I have your autograph?” 
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Zawass let loose a thin smile. His brown eyes twinkled as he replied, “Of 

course, young man.” Zawass plunged his hand into a shallow mountain of papers 

and photos on his desk, and exclaimed, “Here! A photo of me with your President 

Barack Obama, at the Great Pyramid of Cheops!” He located a black marker, and 

uncapped it. As he signed the glossy 8x10 photo, he said, “How did you arrive 

here, Mister Boumann? I can have my assistant dispatch a reliable town car 

service, to return you safely to your hotel.” 

Zawass handed the photo across the desk. Tristan accepted it while replying, 

“That’s okay, the embassy provided me with a car. You guys look real cool in this 

photo. I see the President’s wearing the same fedora…” 

Zawass cut Tristan off, “The embassy? The US Embassy?” 

Tristan slipped the photo inside his satchel. “That’s correct, Doctor.” 

“They sent you here?” 

“After a fashion, yes.” 

“What do you mean, after a fashion?” 

“Senator Ranstead sent me to the embassy, and the embassy sent me to you.” 

“Did not the embassy staff give you something to deliver to me?” 

Tristan scrunched his brow, “Like what?” 

Zawass sat back in his chair, taking a closer measure of Tristan, and said, 

“What do you know about this man named Willard Van Zandt, Mister Boumann?” 

“He worked for you at the Taposiris Magna dig.” 

“How did you know that!” 

“I found it on the internet.” 

“Ugh!” Zawass put a hand to his face, and ran it up to the top of his forehead. 

“The cursed internet!” He shook his head. “He did not work directly for me. I did 

not know him. I may have met him, once, or twice, I do not remember. I could be 

thinking of somebody else. I have thirty-thousand people working for me!” 

Tristan glanced at the wall-map, “I heard it’s a big operation.” 

“A big operation. You have no idea! It is not just a big operation, Mister 

Boumann! It is the Egyptian national identity! And it is in my hands! You cannot 

imagine the pressure! You are much too young to begin to fathom it!” Zawass 

took a deep breath, as if fending off an impending heart-attack, and went on, “But 
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I digress. The US Embassy. It is my understanding that when Willard Van Zandt 

arrived at the embassy, he was in possession of materials that are property of the 

SCA. I personally spoke with your ambassador about this, and she assured me 

these materials would be located, and returned to me!” 

Tristan glanced at his wristwatch. 

Zawass snapped, “Going somewhere, Mister Boumann?” 

“Just checking the time. Looks like I won’t be able to make it back to the 

embassy before they close, in time to look for these... materials?” 

“A file.” 

“Yeah, well, the embassy will be closed for the weekend before I can make it 

back there. But I’d be happy to go there on Sunday when they reopen, and track 

down this... file?” 

“Yes! A file!” 

“What does it look like?” 

Zawass rolled his eyes, “I do not know what it bloody looks like!” He folded 

his large hands on the desk, and leaned across it, glowering at Tristan. “I will let 

you in on a secret, Mister Boumann, because you seem to me like an earnest 

young man. I was not even certain this file existed, until I discovered somebody at 

your embassy lied to me about its existence. If you could locate this file, and bring 

it to me, I would be most appreciative. The nation and people of Egypt would be 

honored by your valor. The spirits of the pharaohs would be proud of you!” 

Tristan nodded his head in approval, “I’m good at finding things.” He glanced 

back at the wall-map, and continued, “Consider it done, Doctor. When’s the next 

time you’re going to Taposiris Magna?” 

Zawass, now also staring at the wall-map, said, “Tomorrow.” Zawass shot 

Tristan a look like he regretted answering that question. “Why?” 

“I’d like to have a look at the site.” 

”Are you an archeologist?” 

“No, but Mister Van Zandt...” 

Chopping the air with his hand, Zawass exclaimed, “You have no reason to 

visit Taposiris Magna!” 

“I may as well fly home tonight, then.” 
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Zawass fumed, “Give me one good reason why I should allow you to visit 

Taposiris Magna!” 

“Because it’ll make it look to the embassy, and Senator Ranstead, and the 

Van Zandt family, like I didn’t come all the way here for nothing.” 

“You will not find anything helpful to your investigation at Taposiris Magna, 

Mister Boumann!” 

Tristan nodded, “As you say, Doctor.” 

“You would be there solely for the sake of appearances!” 

“As you say, Doctor.” 

Zawass glared at Tristan a moment, then grumbled, “Very well. Be here by 

ten tomorrow morning. And be not five seconds late. Or I will leave, without you!”  
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Amir launched his black Audi peeling out in a flamboyant u-turn, 

pinwheeling away from the Supreme Council of Antiquities headquarters and 

racing south on tree-lined Ahmed Heshmat street. Tristan quipped, “That guy’s a 

piece of fucking work.” 

Amir glanced at him and replied, “Hasani Zawass?” 

Tristan nodded. He reached into his satchel, and pulled out the autographed 

photo of Doctor Zawass and President Obama lingering together at the foot of the 

Great Pyramid of Cheops. Amir glanced at the photo, and busted out laughing. 

Tristan said, “They look kinda pimp in those fedoras, yo?” 

“Yeah, they do. I guess it went okay for you in there.” 

“He basically kicked me out of his office.” 

“Shit, dog.” 

Tristan extended an index finger up, “Until I asked him for his autograph, 

then the real conversation ensued.” 

Amir nodded in approval. “Appeal to their egos. One of the first rules of 

human intel. Got a little experience with the tradecraft?” 

“A little, and it got me something besides a souvenir. A field trip tomorrow, to 

a place called Taposiris Magna.” 

“Cleopatra!” 

“You know about that.” 

“Everyone in Egypt knows about that. How are you getting there?” 

“Doctor Zawass told me to meet him at the SCA at ten in the morning, and 

I’m traveling there with him. I didn’t ask him how we’re getting there.” 

“He has a helicopter. It docks on the roof of that building you were just in. 

I’ve seen it on TV. He makes a big show of flying all over Egypt in it. I’ll drive you 

to the SCA in the morning, and shadow you out to Taposiris Magna.” 

“Why? It’s the weekend, habiby. Stay home.” 
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“I’m your security detail until you leave Egypt on Sunday, habiby. If anything 

happens to you, I lose my job. There’s no such thing as weekend when you’re on 

assignment for Redlake. That’s life during wartime. Besides, you think I’d rather 

sit home, or get paid to drive to the Mediterranean coast?” 

“That’s right, Taposiris Magna’s in Abusir, right off the beach. I’ll pack a 

swimsuit.” Tristan rolled down his window and stuck his head halfway out. Tall 

trees canopied over the road, creating a green tunnel shot through with slivers of 

sunlight. Victorian mansions flanked the avenue, their arched bay windows 

abutted by terraces wrapped with stone balustrades. He called out, “Amir, if we 

were traveling from Taposiris Magna, and heading towards the US Embassy, 

from what direction would we be coming?” 

“This direction, most likely.” 

Tristan pulled his head inside, and closed his window. “When we get back to 

the city, could you circle around the US Embassy, and drop me off in front of the 

visitor’s gate?” 

“The embassy’s closed by now.” 

“I know. I don’t need to go inside. I need to re-trace somebody’s steps.” 

• • • 

Amir parked nearby, leaving Tristan standing alone on the sidewalk across 

Kamal El Din Salah street from the US Embassy. Tristan gazed up at the castle-

like complex, recalling Lieutenant Davis telling him the embassy was built post-

nine-eleven. He put that together with his observation that the CIA’s Cairo 

Station was located inside this building, then recalled how the CIA Manhattan 

Station was destroyed in the nine-eleven attack. The strange architecture of this 

embassy complex now made perfect sense. 

It’s designed to withstand the impact of a commercial jet, or a suicide truck 
bomber. 

He trained his gaze on the airlock. It was now pitch dark behind the tinted 

plexiglas window of the admission booth. The blast-proof portal stood dormant, 
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nobody coming or going. Up and down the sidewalk along the length of the block, 

Egyptian cops stood around, looking around, conversing with each other, AK-47s 

dangling idly from their shoulders. 

Tristan checked his wristwatch. Five minutes to six. He glanced to his left, in 

the direction Willard Van Zandt had approached the airlock from. He pictured 

Willard standing at the gate in the dead of night, holding his passport up to the 

window. A revelation stung Tristan’s brain, accompanied by the embarrassment 

of not having thought of it earlier. He mumbled out loud to himself, “Why the 

fuck was Willard being admitted into the embassy after normal hours?” He 

recalled something Lieutenant Davis told him: 

“Correction, Mister Boumann. Embassy personnel are forbidden from 
traveling in Egypt after dark.” 

Tristan glanced to his left again, this time reacting to the sound of a 

commotion at the three-way intersection on the southeast corner of the block. A 

police whistle cut the air. On the short spur where Kamal El Din Salah street 

hooks toward a busy thoroughfare, cops wave traffic away from the curb. A black 

SUV sits at a queer angle on the spur, its nose pointed at the curb. An old brown 

Volvo sits blocked, as if the SUV had cut it off. Several men in civilian clothing 

and dark sunglasses surround the Volvo. One of them pulls the Volvo’s driver-

side door open, reaches in, and pulls a pudgy middle-aged man from the car by 

his upper-arm. 

The Volvo’s passenger-side door pops open, and a middle-aged woman 

emerges, her hair covered by a headscarf which wraps her neck and drapes her 

shoulders. The civilian men handcuff and black-hood the male driver of the Volvo. 

One of them grabs the back of the man’s head and slams his face on the roof of 

the car. The woman flails her arms and begins screaming at one of the… he grabs 

her by her shoulders and gives her a brutal shove that slams her to the sidewalk. 

Tristan began marching in that direction. 

The woman scrambles up off the pavement, face aflame, eyes darting like 

bullets taking aim. The men muscle her male companion through the side-door of 

the SUV. She stands on her toes and lets loose a banshee wail at the… 

Officers? Wearing no badges or markings? Who the hell are these guys? 
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One of them punches the woman in her face, putting his thick shoulder into it. 

The life seems to go out of her as she floats to the pavement like a falling leaf. 

“HEY!” It shot from Tristan’s throat like an uncontrollable cough, but with 

the amplitude of a tractor-trailer horn. 

“Tristan!” 

Tristan knows that’s Amir calling him, but it doesn’t register at first. Tristan 

quickens his pace toward this… he doesn’t know what to call it in his mind. But 

the men doing it heard him yell, notice he’s marching their way, and they don’t 

seem to like it. One of them begins marching in Tristan’s direction, his right hand 

reaching behind his waist. 

Then Tristan realizes who these guys are. 

He coughs a frightened grunt as he’s accosted from behind. “TRISTAN!” 

Amir barks in his ear. He wraps Tristan’s shoulders with his muscular arms and 

spins him 180 degrees. “Let’s go, buddy.” There’s no resisting, Amir is trained in 

this. One of Amir’s arms is wrapped around Tristan’s torso, his other has Tristan 

by his upper-arm to steer, as he hustles Tristan away from the scene of… 

An angry male barks a series of Arabic phrases at their backs. Amir swivels 

his head and waves his hand at the source of the outburst, calling back a plaintive 

Arabic reply, still pushing Tristan along. 

The Egyptian cops manning the embassy cordon lift their AK-47s and train 

them on Tristan and Amir. 

Amir’s grip on Tristan loosened. Tristan glanced back, then stopped and 

turned to the thug trailing him and Amir. 

The thug has an automatic pistol pointed at Tristan. Big, thick man, bushy 

mustache, eyes inscrutable behind black sunglasses, dressed in a white business 

shirt tucked into light-blue slacks, and expensive black shoes on his feet. 

Amir turned to the thug, raised his hands up to shoulder-level, and said 

something in Arabic. The thug ignored him, his weapon still pointed at Tristan, 

exuding a confidence similar to the CIA men in the embassy firing range. 

Amir said, “Tristan, keep your hands at your sides, and tell him which pocket 

your passport is in.” 
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Tristan stared through the thug’s tinted lenses and into his eyes, and finally 

said, “Jacket, inside left.” 

With the pistol in one hand, the thug reached out with his other and pulled 

Tristan’s suit jacket open. He pulled the black diplomatic passport case from the 

pocket and opened it. He glanced inside, slapped it shut, and slapped it against 

Tristan’s chest. Then he said in English so perfect and unaccented it startled 

Tristan, “First of all, you’re lucky I don’t confiscate that.” As Tristan took back his 

passport, the thug holstered his gun and continued, “Second, there’s only so 

much trouble that thing will get you out of.” Now coming off more like a pissed-

off dad than a secret police thug, he gestured to Amir and added, “This one 

should have explained that to you.” 

Amir grabbed Tristan, spinning him away. His arm around Tristan’s shoulder, 

he hustled him to the Audi, squawked it unlocked, pulled the door open, and 

pushed Tristan inside, pressing the top of his head until he was all the way inside 

the car. Amir slammed the door shut, hustled around to the driver’s side, climbed 

in, and pulled away, piloting the car to the canopied carport outside the 

Intercontinental Semiramis. 

Stopping at the end of the taxi rank, Amir powered down the Audi, and said 

to Tristan, “That is why I cannot let you out of my sight until you leave Egypt on 

Sunday.” 

Tristan said, “Lemme guess. That was the Mukhabarat.” 

Amir nodded his head yes. 

Tristan added, “They’re like your version of our CIA, except they’re allowed to 

operate on domestic soil.” 

Amir shook his head no. “The Mukhabarat is nothing like your CIA. The 

CIA’s mission is to operate internationally to advance American interests. The 

Mukhabarat’s mission is to terrorize the Egyptian populace for the purpose of 

cementing the Mubarak regime’s power over us. Tristan, please, just so I don’t 

lose my job, if you ever see anything like that again, just ignore it. Okay?” 

“Yeah, Amir, I’m sorry man. It’s just…” He looked Amir in his eyes, “Never in 

my life have I ever seen a man beating up a woman. Half his size! And in public? I 

couldn’t control the way I reacted to that.” 
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“Well, I’m going to ask you to control your reactions from now on. I 

understand it pissed you off. It pisses me off, too, the shit those guys do. That’s 

why I quit working for state security. They’re fucking savages, and the shit they 

do makes me sick to my stomach. But I’m in the minority. Most people in Egypt 

would say, You should just cooperate with the authorities, or, She could have 
been a suicide bomber. This is not America, Tristan. You have to filter what you 

see and hear in this place.” 

“Is that how people get on here? They filter?” 

“They better, if they know what’s good for them.” 

• • • 

Up in his room, Tristan sat at the desk, and configured his laptop. He stared 

at it awhile, not seeing it, transfixed by the memory of what he saw happen to 

that woman and her male companion. 

He snapped himself out of his trance, and typed Taposiris Magna into 

Google. He’d been down this path numerous times already – bouncing the rubble, 

as it were. But he welcomed its distracting effect. And now he noticed something 

new. The name Gloria Rivera emerged as a pattern in the links. She was in fact 

the on-site director of the Cleopatra dig, and the Supreme Council of Antiquities 

was her sponsor and overseer. Tristan studied YouTube clips of her television 

appearances on the History Channel and National Geographic. A petite, attractive 

brunette with fair skin, she spoke fluent English with a pleasing South American 

accent. 

Tristan proceeded to discover how this Gloria Rivera, a native of the 

Dominican Republic, was a humanities professor at Universidad Autonoma De 

Santo Domingo. While teaching an Egyptology program, she developed a theory 

that Cleopatra and Marc Antony were interred at Taposiris Magna. It bucked the 

long assumption Cleopatra’s burial site was at her pharaonic palace, now 

underwater in Alexandria’s eastern harbor. After traveling to Egypt and 

presenting her theory to the SCA, Doctor Zawass gave Professor Rivera a trial 
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period of three months to explore the site and prove her theory. Three months is 

an absurdly short window in archeology. But her team immediately uncovered 

some coins bearing the likeness of Cleopatra. Zawass then threw the full weight of 

the antiquities ministry behind Rivera’s efforts, as if her discovery established a 

foregone conclusion Cleopatra’s tomb would be found at Taposiris Magna. 

That was five years ago. 

Tristan’s cell rang. The sky over his terrace was now a dark cobalt. He’d left 

the terrace door open. Cairo hummed below him in an oceanic drone punctuated 

by pin-prick stabs of car horns. He looked at the phone. Victoria. He put it to his 

ear and said, “Hey, partner.” 

“You sound tired.” 

“Long day. What’s shakin’ on your end?” 

“I visited the Van Zandt family today.” 

“Oh, that’s right.” 

“You’re not going to believe this.” 

“Oh, boy.” 

“Ready?” 

“Yeah, go ahead, hit me with it.” 

“Willard Van Zandt went to school with Prescott Flanders. They were 

classmates. And they were friends, too.” 

 

 

 

 

TO BE CONTINUED…  
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